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When I was a little girl I wished I was a boy,
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I tagged along behind the gang and wore my corduroys. Everybody said I only
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did it to annoy, But I was gonna be an engineer.
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Momma told me, ‘iCan‘t you be a lady? Your duty is to make me the
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mother of a pearl. Wait until you’re older, dear, and
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maybe You’1l be glad that you’re a girl.”
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Please make me at Supporting/0rdz'nary Subscriber.

I enclose a cheque for

NAME______ _ _ _ _ __‘__
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The Lcveller. 155a. Drummoncl Street. London NWi.‘

PUBLICATIONS
Magazines/Journals
Pamphlets

SCOTTISH WOMENS’ JOURNAL:
“The journal will form an outlet for
discussion on topics within the
iworriens’ movement in Scotland,
and on issues concerned with
women in general.” An editorial
collective was formed and ideas,
comments and articles should be
sent to: Cathie Thomson, Women’s
Centre, S7 Miller St., Glasgow C3.

WHOSE CHOICE‘? a pamphlet on
abortion in Leeds produced by
Leeds National Abortion Cam-
paign, available from: 94 Royal
Park Road, Leeds 7. Send 15p. +
10p. postage.

THE SONG BOOK, “NEW SONGS, NEW TIMES”, IS RENT ARREAR$= =1 report by
OUR SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER THIS

showing that the treatment of
TO US BY APRIL 1 AND WE WILL NOT ONLY ' tent-?'"*;;" i" eflleetre if; gfedfefd i;_
SEND YOU A YEAR'S POSTAL SUBSCRIPTION 2-,°.,,1f,,}'f_l,“,'§,,,§,_‘f1,,,,‘};",‘,T§,.,;'},F,.§'.,
TO THE LEVELLER, BUT ALSO, ABSOLUTELY I‘ perfect Copies 55p-» in¢- iwstase
FREE, THIS HACKNEY AND ISLINGTON MUSIC f"°"“ Flat 1°’ 1 Oak Vina“ Brad‘
WORKSHOP SONGBOOK, WHICH SELLS IN THE
SHOPS FOR 60p.

Bradford Housing Action Group,
which contains 56 case histories

ford 8.

New pamphlet: the true facts
behind the anti-squatting stories
which have recently appeared in

There are two kinds of Subscription :- ' the P1'e_$$- A180 deeefibes the
Supporting Sifbscribers Pay according to their wages and §?;'SaI:;;;'gpf0hIf£§{;"éc:)§i‘;;"l"8gl +
receive a year s copies. They also get a vote at the Annual -;p_ pm,’ fmm Sq,,,,,,,,,S Action
General Meeting of the Friendly Society which controls Council Pamphlets, 13 Severus
and owns the magazine. They get Newsletters and are
kept informed of all developments. Those earninB
less than £2,500 pay £10.00 ;those earning more than S belated ‘”°l°°‘§‘° t° the hat°.h'that Sum pay £20.00‘ mg of Aylesbury s Ugly Duckling.

_Rd., London SW11.
ALTERNATIVE LOCAL PAPE R:

Distributed free, it offers “multi-
Ordinary Subscribers All pay £5.00 and receive a year’s iefieue views ef the Vale ef Aides-
*>UbSC1’IpiIOI‘l. They do not own the m_agazine. b."'y Wm‘ news’ letters’ ‘"f°""a'

tion and events of the area Con
-tact address: Ugly Duckling, East ,~,I*'r-I xi-sq?‘ ' ..-/"""ri.
Cottage, Springhill Farm, Dinton, it-§\?$‘p.l’ rt’ " _ I/<_-1g{>;';I:
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. ‘ii?I “W
Te.: Brill 507. st}. At’,

' - - , . - .»"
SOCIALIST VOICE: the first issue ' ".6 gar
is now out! A journal of news and L W‘, ;:J.'..}' it 1
analysis, it contains articles on _ ,r
Milton Friedman, Weinstock and s ‘
GEC and on the T & GWU election. X
Send 15p. to: Workers’ League, 12
Edwin Rd., Birmingham B30 2RY.

THE CRISIS IN EDUCATION: a
new Big Flame pamphlet discusses
the roots of the crisis, the effects
of the crisis and socialist education
--our goals and strategies. Details:
Max Farrar, 80 Harehills Avenue,
Leeds 8.
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LEEDS : The first of ll sinlt-it ul
three pamphlets -- “'l‘ln~ l-‘umn
mic Base of Lcetls" jnlntlv
sponsored by the l.i'i'-ilii lliiivi-inllv
Extra-Mural Ii)epntr|ni-nt llllti the
Yorkshire North tllHll'lt'l nt the
Workers’ Educational Amen lllliiiii
Sample copies 50p from Wl- A,
'7, Woodhouse Sqiliirv, I.i‘l"li-‘I I H t

IRELAND: A ptllllrlllill on
-Ireland called “The .‘tru|i|,;,li- In
Ireland” by J. Bayley llllii It
Boehringer is now on snlv ln
left and laternative b<ml<slm|m.

COUNTRY WOMEN 2 Anlnni
is importing American t'i~|nlnisl
publication. Country Women.
Bi-monthly it’s expensive nl 7ll|i
from left/alternative b00l<sl|n|m
or £2.80 for a four-issue suh-.-
scription from Anima Rising
c/o 78a, Penny Street, LtlI1CtlHli‘I.
WORLD REVOLUTION : Ninth
issue of International Communist
Current in Britain includes
articles on Unions and the Lulnnn
Party in Britain, the American
and Swedish elections, and the
l956 uprising in Hungary.
Sample copy 30p from World
Revolution. BM Box 869,
London WC 1 V 6 XX
HOSTAGES : A pamphlet on
political prisoners in Rhodesia
published by the International
Defence and Aid Fund for South
ern Africa. Copies cost £1.00
from IDAF, 104, Newgate St,
London EC 1.
WALES : Proposed Federation
of Welsh Anarchists. First
conference early 197 7. Interested
groups, individuals etc, contact
Aberystwyth Anarchists c/0
Student Union, Aberystwyth
University, Aberystwyth, Wales.

MOTORWAY MONTHLY: a
newsletter for anti-motorway
people. Twelve issues with de-
tails of current road schemes,
enquiries, protests, etc., £2.50
Or send a stamp for free sample
copy to: Friends of the Earth,
9 Poland St., London W9.

RED NOTES : Latest pamphlet
from this group of Marxist
activists is called “Workers’
struggles and the development of
Ford in Britain”. Sample copies
from left and alternative book -
shops.
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IMMIGRANT VOICE
BULLETIN OF THE JOINT COUNCIL

FOR THE WELFARE OF IMMIGRANTS

The Bulletin of the~J.C.W.l. will be coming
out about once a quarter (more often it we
can manage it!)
If you would like to subscribe, send £1 to:
Joint Council for the We/fare of Immigrants
44 Theoba/ds Road, London WC 1X 8SP r
TELEPHONE: O1-405 5527/8

Don't forget to include your name and
address! In return for your £1, you will
receive the next 4 issues of the Bulletin.

W

 

COMMUNITY ACTION the magazine
for working class tenants & action groups,
community projects, trade unionists & activists
involved in the struggle. Only I8p (40 pages)
or 6 issues for £1 .20 (£2 to public bodies,
libraries etc .) Back copies available.

INfiBflQMURSFMNUHXMl
the tenantsj, octipn groups‘ & workers‘ guide to
investigating companies, organisations & ind-
ividuals. Comprehensive and unique, 56 pages
and only 30p inc post.
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a ic p__YR d‘ al Philoso I1
Raglcgg Phrlpooptl_io the JOdTF&l of the Hudicul Philosophy
Groip. It aims to avoid the ucademlcion of the existing
philosophical journal: — an academiciom which triviuliacc
philosophy and manifesto itself in an lncriticul uttitudr to
social ideologies. flgdical_Philocqpny_publishes
philosophical work contrlbiting to the development of
'@diPfll top -~ -"ii t tie cu f the o c ul and1" ,._, .-..U1“L,r' =:.i.l'1 O l., E:J(.pO. PB D ._ Ci i. - -

political ancwnption: embodied in ortnolox philosophy.
Ac well as &PtlGlBU and hook reviews, it curries critiques
of educational institutions, courses uni touching methods;
news items and report: of meeting: and activities; hmnour
and satire.

The current iciin i No.1j. Foil ntn includ»
Roy Eflmley: Hcicncc, Social Snirnce and Hocialirt Sciwnc-
Richard Archer: Pnrnonal Autonomy and Hirtoricul Uutrriull-'
Kate Sopcr: fin Matcrialicma
‘Philosophy hrou Below‘ - a spacial 'Jpp1u%~Hl
on the roalitioc of philouophy in l@< ucud~mv

Corrocpondence and contributions tot Jonathan Ron, Middlcnoa
Polytechnic at Hcndon, The Burroughs, Hondon, London nwa nBT.
Subscriptions and enquiries to: Radical Philosophy,
A0 Langdon Park Road, London N6 SQG.

Subccri tion to B issues: £2.00 (£1.?§ for those unablr to
afford morcl. Overseas subscriptions: £3.00 (£1.80 For
thoco unable to afford more). Airmail £o.§0.

Institutional subscri tlono: £3.50 (Ovcrcoan £6.00, arrmail
iI.r_i-5O I.

Single copies 50p to individuals, by post 57p (Overooan 70p,
airmail £3.20}. Back numborc 60p to individuals
(Overseas Tfip), £1.?§ to tnwritutiono.

: J

LOOK BACK IN ANGER

The Cuban Embassy, the Home Defence College and the Foreign Office
have all ordered back numbers of The l..cvellcr. We are now offering back
issues to our readers at the bargain price of 35p a copy. Buy now while
stocks last and before the cultural scavengers - archivistslcollectorsl
dilettantes - move in.

THE l..l:'I"El.I..ER IS A MINE OF AMMUNITITION

/wt‘ WS/TIIEOR Y/DEB/I TE/INTER VIE ws/('1/1. Tl/R /1'/1. ETTERS/
5' TR u(;(;1.1§//| (;1T1>R 01>
PILOT ISSUE British Intelligence agents in Angola named by Mark
llosenball and Phil Kelly — the story that caught the eye of Merlyn Reesl
The Polit-cops — Insurgency and the State - by Tony Bunyan]
Comprehensive Guide to Agitprop TheatrefThe truth about the workers‘
co-ops/Interview with Jackie McNamara, then the only Communist Party
footballer in British professional football.
ISSUE NUMBER ONE British fascism — its origins, history and
organisations/The Wages for Housework Debate/The Hull Prison rising]
Interview with Trevor Griffiths, author of the Bill Brand TV series, on
socialist writing for the mass audience.
ISSUE NUMBER 'I'W() The Torturers’ Who's Who: the only article naming
the men responsible forthe torture in Northern Ireland now condemned by
the European Court of I-luman Rights/The Struggle for Southern Africa:
the economic stake and the voice of Zimbabwe/Home Defence: the Home
Office prepares for Civil War/The Derelicts: Rock ‘n Roll and Politics.
ISSUE NUMBER THR EE The politics of the Agee and llosenball
deportations: The (‘IA in Britain, the “Standardisation” of Mark
Hosenball, the CIA in the Third World, and Britain’s own agencies/
Fashion: ideology and exploitation/Gays in the unions] Latin American
murder squads plot to assassinate Leftists.

1
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This issue has been produced collectively by_the Leveller Vtorking Issue Number FOUL March 1977
Committee and publishedby the Leveller Magazine Ltd, a registered 155;,’ D,-ummond Street, London NW1 phone ;01..3g7-0176
Cooperative Friend] Societ . tY Y .Typresetting by Rye Express (01 639 3908/4251)

' Working Committee meetings are held every Tuesday ii’ ht at ourig - . t
offices. Readers are welcome to attend and assist in the develop- Printed by Feb Edge Limo’ The Oval’ London E2‘
men! of the magazine. Distributed by Publications Distribution Co-operative
gfighfiézglcome written contributions, photographs, cartoons and 27’ Clerkenweu Close’ L°“d°“ EC 1

I THE LEVELLEFVS Annual Conference. For all

I

Supporting Subscribers. Preliminary Notice.
May 14at St Bride's Institute. Fleet Street. EC 4.
Full details in next issue.

4-6 HPERSQJNS ACCUSED of be s_n_iall argues Anderson. but it has
crimes, however odious, must be the.p.°te-M-la] to b.e.c0me 3 major
given the services of responsible lawyers‘ 'p°lm‘.:a-I fame-P M-illband will fight
afiid IT}LlSi‘I)C01'liil1U6 to be tried, as bac-k -In the next issue:
t ey are eing tried, calmly aiid dis ass
ionately ; and aforded all the Ste- p WITH OUR usual good
guai‘ds'against miscarriage of justice”. taste we pay "°."‘eB° to the Bunk.
Brave words recently from Sir ' P“°"°P‘°"°“ “nth a.5ubfl° pdctoflalPatel. Béwlmsqn, QC’ chairmafis of the analysis of deep social meaning blah
Bar. But just “how dispassionate have blah blah"
the trials of the ‘ bombers been‘?
Already rm» Leuell_€i?has'i':as't serious STILL ON the Eastern
doubt on the trial 0I_fI'Té_'TH?_lI'lI11IT§l"liii’il’l1 bloc, a special correspondent
Bombers”. In the wake of"t_I_ie ' -examines the role of the press in
Balcombe Street trial, _how could the Poland.
eleven people foundfguilty o_tf__the -
Woolwich and Guil_d ord bombers still
stay in prison‘? Apd five years after
the first bomb at Aldershot, will Noel
Jen kinson’s name'ever be cleared‘?

_ WHAT DOES the
discussion about the Official
Secrets Act add up to‘? More

7 (}Ol1CC&gfl1BHi or open government?
D -ma, U h any unyan reports. Plus the

Amazon if) I‘€P()’I‘éiri)I’\“iRI3 Efietrilela gage“ ?':.the Agee/Hosenban
struggle. He ended up doing eight pm 3 Km‘
days in a Brarjlian jail.

21 THE POLITICS of Bread
- Charlie Clutterbuck examines the
background to the recent bread
strike.

THE CREATIVE power-
g house of East London. Ian Walker-

contract profiles Centerprise, the commu-
11 nity publishing project.

10 Letters Page. Jamaica,
RCG,aand lots on the Crisis.

8 IAIN SPROAT: mention
his name and a million social
security scroungers tremble. But all
is not well in his own finances. The
Registrar is after him. Plus How

- Pritchards earned the cash to win
that Saudi Arabian street cleanin

24 WHEN GAY Sweatshop
hit Dublin the bottom fell out of

James Anderson takes the City Coii_ncil’s world. Our man
"Ralph M]-Emma to task for his in Eire describes what happens
arguments in the latest S0ci'aii'sr'Regi'.ster. when 3 1°35 Of “fl-"1"? bunnies’-’
The Socialist Workers Partymayi descend on the Irish‘

BRITAIN is going through a publishing boom unseen since the
day they invented the printing machine. Club Intemational, Mayfair,
Playbirds, Fiesta, the list could go on and on. In a special feature, we '
examine the sex magazines.
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16"17 <1Dave Taylor takes a har
look at Russian Unofficial Art. “Its
limitations are to be found in the

' naive assumptions of some _of the -
artists who accept the dominant
Western tradition of elitist art and
their contradictory desire to _make
some statement without getting
involved in the messy business
of politics.”
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The “Balcombe Street” trial was a draw for the British state. They got the
convictions of four Provisional IRA activists for a series of bombings, at a price:
the blowing open of the cruel and wrongful convictions 18 months ago of four
people for the Guildford and Woolwich pub bombings. Three of the “Balcombe
Street” four, Joe O’ConneIl, Eddie Butler and I-Ian'y Duggan admitted these
bombings. With Hugh Doherty they signed along statement (their only
contribution to the proceedings) that was read from the dock by O’Connell. The
statement was not fully heard, due to frequent interruptions from Judge Cantley;
the jury (who upset the Police by taking seven and a half hours to come to
conclusions on charges to which no defence had been offered) came back to ask for
a copy of the statement. The Judge condescended to read part of it, muttering the
while that it was irrelevant, but did not tell the jury they could add a rider to their
verdicts on its implications.
The statement was not printed in the British press, but The Leveller has a copy of
it (and a record of the unreported obirer dicta that O’Connell added to it), and we

print the passage relating to the Guildford convictions. And a Leveller team
documents they way the police set up the victims of the Guildford/Woolwich trial,
and the seven Kilbum people arrested in the same operation who were equally
unjustly convicted for possessing explosives.

The Guildford bombs happened in October,
1974. Two bombs went off within 45 minutes
of each other in two nearby pubs in the city
centre. Guildford is in the middle of a large
complex of military towns, about 30 miles from
London. Thetwo pubs were crowded with
soldiers, some on leave from Northern Ireland.
The bombings produced an outcry in the
national press. Five people were killed, four
of them soldiers. In Northern Ireland that year
over two hundred people had been killed by
shootings or bombings. The Guildford bomb-
ings hit the headlines while the daily violence
in Northern Ireland did not.
The investigation into the Guildford bombings -
the “biggest crime in Surrey for over a century
shows the extent to which the authorities in
England are prepared to go to gain convictions
against Irish people in England as part of the
propaganda war against the Irish in Northern
Ireland. -
A common feature of national police investi-
gations is rivalry between provincial forces and
Scotland Yard, who attempt to take over. The
result is often a mix up. Early on, Surrey police
had liaised with the Bomb Squad under a
common chief, Mr. Christopher Rowe. The
Surrey force was split within itself between the
uniform and the CID sections. Wally
Symmonds, head of the CID, resented being
accountable to Rowe, a uniformed admini-
stration man.

The internal fighting did not help the investi-
gations. By November the Surrey police were
thoroughly demoralised. Officers were
threatening resignations and the enquiry was
no further ahead.

The Birmingham bombings on November 21
produced hysterical reaction against the Irish
and enabled Home Secretary Roy Jenkins to
introduce the Prevention of Terrorism Act,
rushed through Parliament as emergency
legislation.

On November 28, the day the Prevention of
Terrorism Bill was being read, a young Irishman,
Paul Hill, was picked up in Southampton and
taken to Guildford. The following day he
was interviewed by the Royal Ulster Constabu-
lary and confessed his involvement in the
murder of a soldier in Belfast. While arrangem-
ents were being made to take him back to
Belfast, he made the first of six statements
implicating himself and many others in the
Guildford and Woolwich bombings.
On the 30th, Gerry Conlon was picked up at
his parents’ home in Belfast, questioned by the
same RUC and Surrey police who’d dealt with
Hill, and then taken to Guildford.
In the next four days more than 40 people
were picked up under the PTA in a series of _
raids by Surrey and Metropolitan olice all overP
London.
Eight people were charged with murder in
relation to Guildford : six young Irishmen
(including Conlon and Hill), a young English
girl, Carole Richardson (girlfriend of one of
the other accused, Patrick Armstrong) and the
39 year old aunt of Gerry Conlon, Annie
Maguire.

Four people were charged with possession, all
arrested with Annie Maguire at her home on
December 3 : her husband, her brother, the
father of Gerry Conlon who’d arrived over
that day to try and see his son, and Pat O’Neill,
a friend of the family who’d dropped by to
leave his children to be minded.

These people were the first to be charged
under the PTA, which has since been used con-
tinually to harrass Irish people.

In early 1975 murder charges were dropped
against three people. Later on in February
the murder charge was also dropped against
Annie Maguire although she was not accused
of being in possession of explosives. The same
day her sons, aged I4 and I6, were also charged
with this offence.

So Hill, Conlon, Armstrong and Richardson
were charged with the Guildford bombing,
and Hill and Conlon were also accused of the
Woolwich bombing of November 7.
The trial took place at the Old Bailey in Sept-
ember 1975 before Judge Donaldson, the
former Industrial Relations Court President.
The evidence consisted almost entirely of con-
fessions, which all the defcndants said had been
fabricated by the police and which they had been
been forced to sign. The prosecution produced
countless witnesses who said things like “I saw
a puff of smoke a blinding flash”, but no
evidence to connect the accused with the
bombing.
The prosecution expert lliggs said (of the
Woolwich bombing) “the bomb was of a type
never before seen in this country”. Mr Donald
Lidstone said “I have studied the statements
and found them consistent with IRA bomb-
making tactics.“ (This from an impartial-
scientific expert).

Such evidence was for the most part used to
mystify and confuse the jury. The main evidence
was the confessions. The accused were damned
by these. The prosecution explained the many
inconsistencies in the conflicting confessions
by saying that the the statements should be
taken “with a pinch of salt”. (Just the parts
that don’t suit their case, that is). An atmos-
phere was created in which facts don’t particu-
larly matter.
In such a political trial the prosecution, aided
by the press had no trouble in gaining con-
victions. The Surrey police had felt very emo-
tive about the bombings ; they interviewed
people in rooms covered in coloured photos of
those killed and injured in the blast.

The defendants claimed the police had made
threats against their families back in Belfast.
Gerry Conlon said the police had threatened
to throw him to a Protestant crowd, to tell the
IRA he was a tout and that they would get
his family. Similar allegations were put against
the police by all the other defendants. They
alleged the detectives had carried guns and put
on “wildman” acts like second rate TV cops.
The police probably felt quite justified in using
such tactics. ‘r
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The police also effectively nobbled alibi
witnesses. Two who offered alibis for Carole and
Paddy had their stories broken down by
intensive interrogation. The two, Frank John-
son and Lisa Astin, had been to a dance in
South London, and met Carole at a time that
would have made her participation in the
brfmbing impossible. But the police managed
to confuse them into changing the time to one
that would have allowed her to get from Guild-
ford to the Elephant and Castle in time, had
she an E Type Jaguar.

The four young people were convicted. Life
sentences were passed on them all and the
judge took the unusual step of specifying
lengths of time to be served : Paul Hill “until
age or infirmity decress” , Patrick Armstrong,
“at least 35 years”, Carole Richardson ( a juve-
nile) “ to be detained’ during Her Majesty’s
pleasure”.
The judge, echoing the sentiments of the British
establishment, said as he sentenced them, “Your
crime was not directed at those you killed, but
at the community as a whole - every man, woman
and child living in this country.”

The British public lapped it up. Dangerous
terrorists were locked_away and could be for-
gotten. It was left for some of the hullaboo
to die down before Annie Maguire and her
family came to trial in January 1976. Annie
had been named in one of the confessions as
“Aunt Annie, who taught me how to make
bombs”, This had been splashed all over the
papers.

Although some of the defendants had been
subject to some of the same extreme interro-
gation techniques in the first trial, almost
nothing was extracted from them. The main
evidence was to be forensic. Although the
house and surrounding houses were thoroughly
searched, no traces of explosive were found.
Neither was there evidence that any bomb-
making had taken place, no suspicious circum-
stances, no ancillary equipment like detonators
or fuses. The only evidence was forensic
reports that traces of nitro glycerine had been
found on the swabs taken from under the
fingernails or on the hands of six of the defen-
dants and on gloves which Annie Maguire
used. The amount of explosive was given as
less than a millionth of a cube of sugar, 2-3
microgrammes.
The test used was called thin layer chromatog-
raphy. Yallop, the main defence witness, was
one of the scientists who developed the tests
while he was employed by the Home Office.
He testified that this method of analysing
explosives is only suitable for identifying
known explosives when there has been an
explosion, NOT, as in this case, for different-
iating between a specific explsoive and any
other of the hundreds of household substances
which can give a similar reading - tobacco
smoke, nail varnish, polish air freshener. In
fact this test can easily confuse many nitrates
with nitroglycerine.

The minute traces on Annie's gloves had to be
used because there were none under her
fingernails. And they were only on one pair
of gloves, out of many she had to wear
because she has dermatitis.
So although in essence it was a political trial,
it was conducted as a series of wranglings
between experts. The defendants gent alone

Continue over page
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“We are all four Irish Republicans. We have
recognised this court to the extent that we
have instructed our lawyers to draw the
attention of the court to the fact that four
totally innocent people - Carol Richardson,
Gerry Conlon, Paul Hill and Paddy Arm-
strong _- are serving massive sentences for
three bombings, two in Guildford and one
in Woolwich, which three of us and another
man now imprisoned have admitted that
we did.

“The Director of Public Prosecutions was
made aware of these admissions in December
l975,_and has chosen to do nothing. We

- wonder if he will still do nothing when
he is made aware of the new and important
evdience which has come to light through
the cross examination by our counsel of
certain prosecution witnesses in this trial.”
“The evidence of Higgs and Lidstone
(forensic experts} played a vital part in the
conviction of innocent people. Higgs
admitted in this trial that the Woolwich
bomb formed part of a correlated series
with other bombings with which we are
charged. Yet, when he gave evidence in the
earlier Guildford trial he deliberately
concealed that the Woolwich bomb was
definitely part of a series carried out
between October and December 1974 and
that the people on trial were in custody at
the time of some of these bombings.”
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with their lawyers’ point of view that they
should disassociate themselves from any \
connection with the Guildford trial. This meant
that the defence could not examine the
original circumstances of the arrests and the

In

false, forced confessions in the Guildford trial.
By not providing a united defence, the lawyers,
wary of each others’ clients, attempted to make
whatever points they could, regardless of the
co-defendants. One of O’Nei1l’s main defence
submissions was that he could have been cross-
contaminated accidentally, but this of course
implies that somebody in the house was
contaminated.

The lawyers were subdued no doubt by the
Uxbridge trial of 1975, when defence lawyers
had their fees slashed by half for probing
too deeply into police methods (and demon-
strating how finger'prints could be transplanted).
At the end of the trial, the jury, after suffering
a barrage of experts, were in no position to
evaluate the scientific evidence. The defendants
had already been tried in the press. The only
thing clear in the jury’s mind was that ‘Aunt
Annie’ was in the dock. It was enough to
convict her. As the forensic evidence was the
same on them all, they were all convicted.
Annie Maguire and her husband were sen-
tenced to fourteen years each, Patrick Conlon,
Sean Smyth and Pat O’Neill got twelve years
each, Vincent five years and Patrick (a juvenile)
four.
The Judge remarked “You have been con-
victed and in my opinion quite rightly... Let
it never be forgotten that it is not only the
man or woman who pulls the trigger or plants
the bomb that is the terrorist Everyone
concerned at any stage shares the guilt of
using violence for political ends and of seeking
to put the public in fear.”
The papers afterwards spoke of “Aunt Annie,
the bomb-maker” and Surrey Chief Constable

FIVE YEARS ago this month the first of the
bombs hit England. On February 22 1972 the
officers’ mess at the Parachute Regiment
barracks in Aldershot was hit by a bomb. Seven
civilians died in a disastrous retaliation for the
deaths of the thirteen people a month earlier at
Bloody Sunday.
The bomb jarred the nation as nothing else in
the escalating Irish crisis had done‘. And it
started off the no-holds-barred police approach
to Irish suspects that has characterised much of
the anti-terrorist activity since.
The man who was convicted of planting that
bomb was Noel Jenkinson, a 43 year old Irish
republican with a long history of trade union
and socialist activism. Jenkinson died of
‘natural causes’ in Leicester’s high security
Gartree prison last October. Comment on that
death was limited both by the coroner's
decision not to takeihis enquiries any further,
and a continuing campaign to have the whole
case re-examined by the European Court.
For there is disturbing evidence that Jenkinson
was fitted up for the Aldershot bombings. And
although the Officials claimed credit for the
disaster at the time, they and the Provisionals
had been singularly unwilling up until the time
of Jenkinson’s death to campaign for his
innocence to be established. -

Auntie
"Annie  
the

 bomb
expert

1,.
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Mr. Peter Matthews, said “These are the bast-
ards we have been after.” A celebratory dinner
was held for the prosecution team in Guild-
ford at police headquarters.
It had obviously been a high-powered political
division to convict a whole family, to make the
British public aware that there were ‘sleepers’
like Annie Maguire in their midst - seemingly
respectable hard-working Irish people who were
the front for more sinister purposes. This,along
with appeals for people to keep tabs on their
Irish lodgers, was part of the general paranoia
induced against the Irish at that time.

The Maguire family had lived in I-lngland since
1957. Husband Patrick fought with the
British Army in Korea and Cyprus. Three of
the family are members of the local
Conservative Club, and in their home are
Union Jacks pinned up, and a bust of
Churchill is in the bedroom. And Annie

Among the outstanding contradictions about
Jenkinson’s conviction and subsequent sentence
of 30 years are the following:--

** The main piece of evidence linking
Jenkinson to the bombing was a receipt from
Halfords in Aldershot, dated the day before the
bombing.
Three months later the police withdrew the
receipt as inadmissible evidence after Detective
Chief Inspector Smith - the man leading the
enquiries — acknowledged that the receipt was
his. It was for a radiator seal purchased by his
own son.

** David Meier, the defence solicitor in the
case, was supplied by the police. Meier both
advised him to sign a statement saying that he
had hired the car apparently used in the
bombing, and failed to hire a private
investigator to establish his whereabouts on the
day of the bombing, despite promising to do so.

** Unusually for a guilty man, Jenkinson
returned to England from Ireland after the
bombing - to be seized by the police as a likely
suspect.

 

herself, who has had two uncles killed in
sectarian assassinations in Belfast, is known
to loathe Ireland and all things Irish.
Patrick Conlon came to l.ondon when he heard
his son Gerry had been picked up. He went to
sister-in-law Annie's house and then to Harrow
Road Police Station to ask where his son was
held. He has not been out in the daylight since.
He has TB, and was too ill even to appear in
the committal hearings.

In December 1975, when most of the defen
dants were in custody, the Balcombe Street
siege happened. Soon after it was broken, the
police had the first of several statements con-

fessing involvement in the Guildford and
Woolwich bombings. The Guildford four

DR NELSON of the Brazilian federal pol-
ice fingered through a paperback on his
desk entitled The Communist Terror of

£6 ‘I’ 51 '1935. You are not a journahst , he said,
“so who sent you to Maraba?” Two sole.-
diers stood at the door pointing sub-
machine guns uncomfortably at my chest.
I began to answer when Colonel Cid, who
wore jeans, an army shirt and sunglasses,

were safely locked away, but the Annie Maguir is _
trial was still to come. The admissions were
conveniently forgotten about. The Director of
Public Prosecutions told one of the defence
lawyers : “We don’t think the convictions
in regard to Guildford were in any way im-
proper.”

Jim Nevill, number two in the bomb squad,
asked in the witness box what had been done
about the admissions, said: “The matter was
fully reported to the DPP.”
And llucklesby, police fingerprints expert,
said that, while investigations into Woolwich
and Guildford were not yet finished (four
people happen to be serving life for them,
remember), “to date there is no fingerprint
evidence to connect the Balcombe four with
Hill, Armstrong, Conlon and Richardson . . .
although comparisons are being made.”

So in all eleven people were wrongly con-
victed in connection with Guildford. As long as
they were Irish and working class it didn't
matter who they were. British Law has a chance
to partly redress this injustice : their appeals
are expected in April. Will they be set free ?

** The prosecution, having failed to make a
strong case on the explosives charge, _
constantly harped on Jenkinson’s possession
of Marxist and republican literature at his _
home. The trial took place in the conservative
barrack town of Winchester under enormous
security: in this environment, the possession of
such literature was tantamount to guilt.

** As has become distressingly regular in such
cases, the police arrested J enkinson’s wife and
told him she would get a ten year sentence if
he didn't sign a statement admitting that he’d
hired the car. They also threatened to hand him
over to the RUC for ‘interrogation’: to back up
their point, they put him in a cell next to a m-an
Seamus O’Kane who was due to be handed over
to the RUC. O’Kane was brought all the way
from London to share the Aldershot cell.

The whole story of Noel Jenkinson has yet to
be told and we wait upon the deliberations of
the European Court before we can tell the full
tale. But the one man who would benefit from
a declaration of his innocence has died a
prisoner’s death in the sordid surrounding of
Leicester prison.

interrupted, saying No one comes to
Maraba without good reason”. y

Maraba was an Indian trading post lost in
the Amazon jungles until the late sixties when
it became the centre of military operations
against guerillas of the maoist line Brazilian
Communist Party who had moved from the cities
to live with the peasants where they found ready
support. The local population reports the use
of napalm by the Brazilian airforce during their
campaign and soldiers who were involved say
that many hundreds were killed.

The guerillas were wiped out last year. They
left the military in Maraba with a deep suspicion
of strangers. I was apparently suspect and taken
to the army’s recently built barracks on the out-
skirts of town for questioning.

My reason for being in the town was to write
about a recent clash between peasants and the
military police in which two soldiers were killed
and two wounded. I passed the trick questions
like the correct English pronunciation for the
word “neither” but was condemned by my
address book.

Dr Nelson grimly read out the name and
telephone number of Dom Helder Camara, the
Bishop o f Recife who had earned a reputation
as an outspoken critic ofthe Brazilian regime.
With evident satisfaction, Colonel Cid told me I
was under arrest and would remain in jail until
they found out exactly who I was. It took them
eight days. A plea that they consult the toreign
minister’s press secretary, with whom I had
spoken in Brasilia, was ill-received. “Subversives
on every side”, said Dr Nelson. The foreign

ministry is still not forgiven for recognising the
MPLA in Angola.

 The jail housed 23 peasants accused of killing
the two soldiers. The last peasant to be brought
in was hysterical. “Calm down, there is nothing
to worry about”, said a sergeant. “If you get a
civilian rather than a military trial, you will only
be sentenced to six years and should be free in
three.” The peasant cried, “I was a thousand
metres away. I had nothing to do with it.” The
sergeant replied that it would all be much easier
if he did not lie.

Only twelve of the peasants had taken part
in the killing. They knew that government sur-
veyors were coming to mark out their land
under a heavy police guard and the word was
passed around that all the peasants in the settle-
ment called Perdidos (in English: The Lost)
would be evicted. The twelve set up an ambush.
“I wasn’t going to be kicked out for a pair of
old boots!” said one of the prisoners. “You
can’t read, you can’t write, you can’t have land.
It works like that.” Their land was the subject
of a long legal wrangle, having been sold twice
over to different sets of landlords. The peasants
legally had the first option, having worked the
land for more than a year, but for the peasant
to obtain a title, he needs a voter’s card and to
get that, he must be literate. '

The men of the settlement went into hiding
after the ambush but were surrounded by more
than a hundred troops. The women pleaded with
the local priest, Father Florentine Maboni, to
take a message to the men telling them of an
escape route guarded only by six soldiers. The
priest agreed but was arrested and charged under
the draconian National Security Law. After 17
days in solitary confinement, an extraordinary
interview with him was published in a Brasilia
mewspaper in which he accused Brazil’s bishops
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of giving leftist instruction to priests working in
the Amazon region. A copy of the article was
pinned on the wall of Dr Nelson’s office.

The priest was released after the intervention
of the Vatican. The Church’s commission deal-

Iing with the land problem issued an official note
saying that Maboni had been subjected to severe
torture (of which there was little evidence in
Maraba). The prisoners thought Maboni a “friend
of the people who did no harm to anybody”, but
the government is seriously concerned by recent
violent incidents with peasants and sees the
Church, which encourages the peasants to stand
up for their rights, as responsible. In the Brazilian
spectrum, subversion is generally supposed to
start with agrarian reform.

The Maraba batallion was upgraded to a bri-
gade while I was in jail. A priest working in the
Amazon was deported this week after thirteen
hours of questioning and the bishops of Maraba
and another Amazon town have been subjected
to similar interrogations. The army makes no
secret that it would like to see them charged
under the National Security Law.

The government is launching an intensive
campaign to win over the support of the peasants
while rooting out what it sees as the subversive
influences. The remaining 817 peasants in Pcr— -
didos have received titles to their land.

The prisoners from Maraba have since been
transferred to the state capital of Belem where,
in all probability, they will be tried by the mili-
tary. In the cell diagonally opposite were three
I5 and 16-year old boys from Perdidos. One of
them asked me if my country was a democracy.
I replied with unaccustomed assuredness that it
was. Another of the boys asked the first what
was democracy. He replied that “Democracy is
where the government works for the masses”.

Subversiiies on every side, say the police, as the peasants take up the fig/it.

cits’:
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SCROUNGERS AND LEFTIES BEWARE!

IAIN SPROAT, Conservative MP for Aber-
deen South, scourge of the dole queue
‘scroungers’ and the Labour Party’s
‘crypto-communists’, faces a spot of finan-
cial embarassment himself at the moment.
For the Registrar of Companies has told
him that one of his many businesses will
be closed down unless he files some com-
pany retums.

The Registrar wrote to Mr Sproat in Septem-
ber and gave him three months to get the affairs
of the company in order. If he didn’t , warned
the Registrar, then “Under Section 353 of the
Companies Act 1948 . . . your company will,
unless cause is shown to the contrary, be struck
off the register and the company dissolved.”

The company concerned is the Syston Es-
tate Company, a property-holding and invest-
ment trust. It is just one of eight companies of
which Mr Sproat is a director. A search of Com-
panies House shows that not one of the
companies has ever filed a return—which must
constitute a record even by sloppy Department
of Trade standards.

38-year-old Sproat came to Parliament in
the 1970 election after a career in journalism
and publishing. A product of Winchester public
school and Oxford University, he was one of
the British Printing Corporation’s bright young
men and ended up with a column in the Sunday
Telegraph. A guest lecturer on guerilla warfare
at the Defence College, he proudly tells friends
that he was in Greece at the time of the coup,
Paris during the May 68 upheavals and Czecho-
slovakia during the Russian occupation.

Feeling the need to play soldiers more realis-
tically, he joined the Fourth Battalion of the
Greenjackets, a territorial unit, in 1972. His
colonel is the Right Honourable Richard Wood,
another right wing Conservative MP. The Green-
jackets was the parent regiment for the post-war
re-launch of the Special Air Service and links
between the two regiments have remained close
ever since.

Sproat lurched into Parliamentary promin-
ence in 1972 with a Bill aimed at giving old
people free telephones, television licences and
subsidised heating. This admirable assistance to
the elderly scrounger was blocked by the obdur-
acy of his own Tory front bench. Instead he

r
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made his public mark by passing the 1973
Protection of Wrecks Act to stop divers pirating
treasure from old shipwrecks. For his labours, he
was rewarded with a junior Ministerial post as
PPS to the Secretary of State for Scotland.

But 1973 wasn’t just a busy Parliamentary
year for Sproat. He set up a whole string of com-
panies in publishing and communications:
many of them had a declared interest in security
The companies were the following:

Sproat Communications ; Sproat Electronics;
Sproat Trading; Sproat Publishing; Sproat
Films; Cyadmarc Sproat; Syston Estates;
Syston Publishing.

All the companies were set up during 1973 ex-
cept for Cyadmarc Sproat which was formed
in October 1974 and took Mr Sproat into the
film business through what used to be Manor
Films. .

Sproat Communications had five directors
including our old friend Robert Moss ——he of
the National Association for Freedom.

Sproat had 73 of the shares, his main part-
ner Anthony Fiennes Trotman had 12. Mr Trot-
man now runs a company called Careers Consul-
tants of Richmond and refuses to comment on
his business affairs with Mr Sproat despite being
involved in nearly all of his companies.

Typical of the objects of the Sproat compan-
ies are these, culled from the Sproat Communi-
cations fle. Having announced that the com-
pany will carry on business as disseminators of
information regarding international affairs,
business, politics and so on by every media
known, they go on to add specifically: “To
act as consultants upon all aspects of security
by utilising thermographic and electronic
techniques"

Mr Sproat and Mr Trotman are also both
directors of a body called Authors International.
This body is not registered with Companies
House at all, nor is it listed in any of the main
reference works of the publishing business.

.1

Despite the mess that his business interests
are in, Mr Sproat has not stepped back from
doing his public duty. He roared into promint-..
ence early in 1976 with a spirited attack on
devolution, and followed it up with a July
offensive on the ‘scandal’ of the unemployed.
According to him, at least half the unemployed
who were claiming benefits weren’t really un-
employed at all. 700,000 people at that time
must have been on the fiddle and according to
a senior contact in the civil service, one in five
of all claims were fraudulent.

In November, he took the attack into the
House of Commons when, following a meeting
in Chelsea in which he said the Labour Party
had “. . . been infiltrated to a terrifying degree"
by . . .crypto-communists and fifth columnists
his colleague Nigel Lawson named the ten MPs
Mr Sproat was referring to. The whole business
understandably upset the Labour left as did Mr
Sproat’s fearsome Parliamentary attack on dole
queue ‘scroungers’.

The attack had a lot of right-wing shibbo-
leths but little substance. In particular he singled
out families supposedly using furniture grants to
buy colour TVs, unemployed workers getting
£100 from the DHSS while they changed jobs,
and immigrants queueing up for benefits when
they hadn’t paid anything. This predictable non-
sense was taken up gleefully by some sections of
the press— notably the News of the World and
the Evening News.

As a result of these allegations, Mr Sproat
produced a dossier of cases for the inspection
of the DHSS. Since then the Minister has had a
team of researchers looking through the cases
and the word around Westminster is that they
are so much hot air.

When the researchers have finished looking
through Mr Sproat’s social security dossier, they
might find time to look at his business affairs.
There they will find much more of substance to
get their teeth into.
Dave Clark

p ybusiness
Readers of the London Evening Standard were
informed with a rare sense of national pride
recently that a cleaning company called Prit-
chards has been allocated a contract worth
£44m for sweeping the streets in Saudi Arabia.
What the readers weren't informed about were
a few other interesting things about Pritchards.
Pritchards is not only the largest cleanin8
ompany in Britain with over 19,000 employees-

workers - most of them non-unionised - and
profits to match. It is also one of the most
ruthless.
One of its many subsidiaries - Acme Cleaners -
has the contract to clean the terminals at
Heathrow Airport. To do this job they employ
Asian women at the most appalling rates of pay.
Three years ago the TGWU and GMWU collab-
orated in fixing these women the measly sum

of 38p an hour.

For a -‘six day week they might
earn-£ 15.50, for seven days £19.40. The work
is long and hard and means setting off from
Southall in buses at 5.30 in the morning.
At that time women on cleanin work for8
Ealing local authority were earning 62p an hour.
But Pritchards aren't just the leading exploiters
in the cleaning business. They have got
themselves firmly established in the security i
is-u:<.iness.

Pritchard Security Services is probably the
fastest growing small private army in Britain
with 15 branches set up nationally since

197 3. It also operates security companies
in those freedom-loving democracies,Iran,
South Africa and Thailand.
It recently announced the appointment as

~ Company Operations Manager of John Reid.
Reid was a wartime military policeman who
later took on security work in Europe and
the Middle East
Charlie Jones has also been promoted : he now

-heads up the organisation and back-up team.
He came to Pritchards from security work
in East Africa and the Far East.
With the already extensive military
commitment to Saudi Arabia - both at the
official and the mercenary level - and now
the new contract for Pritchards, British
patriots have every reason to be proud of the
spirit of private enterprise beating away on
the newly-swept streets of Riyadh and Mecca.
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FIGHTING in defence of the revolution
they had built, the victims of stalinism
faced accusations and vilification which
not only attempted to undermine their
standing in the eyes of the world, but also
to destroy their trust in each other. And
the campaign had considerable effect. For
many people, not only Stalinism, but also
revolutionary marxism, had become syno-
nymous with lies, slanders, frame-ups and
falsifications.

This destructive tendency is still alive in the
Trotskyist movement.

In 1975, Gerry Healy, leader of the Workers
Revolutionary Party (WRP) suddenly accused
George Novack and Joe Hansen, both members
of the US Socialist Workers’ Party (SWP) and
close associates of Trotsky in Mexico, of com-
plicity in Trotsky’s assassination. Despite point-
by-point denials of these accusations, the
Workers’ Press and its successor News Line,
papers of the WRP, continued to label Hansen
and Novack ‘accomplices of the GPU’ (Stalin ’s
secret police force which carried out Trotsky’s
murder).

The hundreds upon thousands of wortls now
written on the subject include a 300-page book
How The GPU Mm-de,-ed Trotsky su lememed and fierce opponents of the Fourth International

e should have gone out of fashion long ago. While
it may serve to whip up the emotions of the
initiated, its monotony of style and content
and its obsession with obscure detail are enough
to try the patience of even the most dedicated
sectarian. Yet readers of certain Trotskyist news
papers have for some time been served a regular
diet of allegations, replies and counter-allegations.

This war of words reached a climax at a
meeting last month in London, called by the
Fourth International, to protest against frame-
ups by the WRP.

Some people have a taste for such meetings,
a football match enthusiasm for “smashing”
the opponent. That night, however, most of the
800-strong audience seemed to share the senti-
ments of the chairperson, Tariq Ali, who
regretted that the meeting was necessary.

Maybe Hansen, Novack and the Fourth Inter
national, of which they are leading members,
have taken the whole affair too seriously. If
Healy’s allegations are simply “science fiction”
(as Ernest Mandel termed them at the meeting)
why not regard them as others regard flying-
saucer sightings?

Novack, an intimate collaborator of Healy
during the 1950’s, provided one answer. Re-
counting the familiar story of comradeship
turned to rabid hostility, he drew a parallel with
the Moscow trials. Then, as now, there were
people who readily believed slanders, even _
though they had no basis. Other speakers saw
the meeting as a way to end the in-fighting
which is bringing disgrace on the Trotskyist
movement.
" The platform line-up showed that Healy’s

attacks have generated an unprecedented unity
among Trotskyists. Former supporters of Healy

. 1 PP
by Accomplices Of The GPU, both published by -—-BefiY Hflmiliefl (Britain). Pierre Lambert
the WRP; replies from Trotskyists and other (France) and Tim Wohlforth (US)— sat side by
revolutionaries all over the world are document— Side With Tflmflrfl Delllfiehefr George Novack:
ed in an SWP bulletin Healy ‘s Big Lie. Tariq Ali.and Ernest Mandel.

This type of attack upon political opponents Between them, the speakers tried to under-
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stand Healy’s motives. Since written answers
have been given to his allegations, we were
spared thle more esoteric details, such as which
of Trotsky’s guards reached his murdered
corpse first. All agreed that Healy had become
worried about the declining membership of his
group, both in Britain and abroad; Hansen and
Novack and his other targets were scapegoats
for his bad politics. A

Tim Wohlforth, himself a victim of Healy’s
pen and tongue, put it quite plainly: “Anyone
inside ‘or outside Healy‘s organisation who criti-
cises him must be a cop”.

At some point, Healy slipped unnoticed into
a seat at the side of the platform; I wondered
later what it must be like to hear yourself de-
nounced five times over in the course of two
hours. Inevitably, his supporters demanded
that he be allowed to speak, but the audience
voted overwhelmingly against hearing him. Per-
haps they felt that more than enough time had
been spent answering his case, and that this was
neither the time nor the place to begin a tribu-
nal.

Besides, Ernest Mandel, who had just spoken,
had turned the attention of the audience in a
more fruitful direction. Pointing out that Healy
was in effect doing more damage to Trotskyism
than to Stalinism, he reminded us that though
Healy’s methods were similar to those of Stalin,
by comparison they are insignificant. The legacy
of Stalinism within world Communist Parties
makes it possible for Trotsky’s assassin to remain
a respected member of the Spanish Communist
Party, only recently honoured by Moscow for
his services. _

Mandel called for a common political cam-
paign to be waged against world Communist
Parties to rehabilitate the victims of Stalinism.
“That would be a fight worthy of Trotskyism,
the Fourth International and world Marxism.”

Will Gerry Healy allow that to be the last
word‘?
Karen Margolis

Uproar at the
Dreary Line Theatre!

a Healy rose at the conclusion of Professor
Ernest Mandel’s speech seek-mg time to reply;
A phalanx of ‘International Marxrst Group
heavies troo d in front of where he was
standin to oficure him gfyorntheg attention, of
the platform. The News Line
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ation. In fact at least one of his
statements, his belief in the
“.... very real possibility of a civil
war or coup d’etat” finds its
echo in what the right wing press
in Jamaica and the United States
was writing during last year’s
election campaign, in the apparentwnma TO us = Send Letters to 155a, otummt-ma have that Such Provocative spew-
lation would lead to the colla se’ P

‘if SI-T331» I-Ondflll NW 1- of business confidence, the drying-

""'~=
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up of tourist revenues and the
resultant defeat of the Manley
government.
In the event, the Jamaican people
confounded all the foreign pundits

. and voted en masse for Manley’s
programme of democratic socialism
Surely this is the moment to be
giving support (albeit critical

- | . .
e support)_to that programme, while

tr in critical] and fraternap Y S Y lly to
_ analyse the options open to what

is, after all, one of only two left-
moving governments in the
Western hemisphere ‘?

Andrew Pollack
London

The issue which brought events to
to a head stemmed from a tactical
dispute about our intervention
at the Anti Apartheid Labour
Y-lovement Conference. This was

r an issue that could have been
discussed and finally resolved
in our organisation. It was pre-
cisely the behaviour of the
expelled PC members in
preventing this discussion
which made their expulsions
necessary.

.One final point which shows
how little interested the
expelled comrades were in
discussing their differences
within the RCG is the fact that
none of the comrades has
appealed against the expulsions
to the democratically elected
Control Commission of our
organisation - a Commission
which has no-PC members on
it, and which is answerable to
a conference of the whole
organisation.

David Yaffe
RC(}. London.

DAVID CLAR K’S article on Jamaica
in last month‘s issue typified for me
the sort of ill-defined leftish thinking
that has been evident in too much of

the organised working class to '
accept a six month wage freeze
because of the current economic
crisis, he has also drastically inc- LETTER FROM THE RCG '
reased the tax burden of the upper

The Levellei-’s material. It was
neither one thing nor the other -
neither a dispassionate Marxist ana-
lysis of the obstacles faced by the
government of a small underdeveloped
country trying slowly and hesitantly
to move left, nor a principled politi-
cal_attack on Michael Manley for
being a liberal reformer with
illusions of social change.

Iristead he resorted to that sort of
crude determinism which assumes
that any left social democratic gov-

income brackets and has promised
an income ceiling in the near future. your article -"RCG Expuisions _
He has revealed that Jamaica will
be expanding its trade relations
with the communist bloc and

the Splitters Split” confuses two
issues. The first concerned the
political differences within the

0Pe11i1'lB diP10metie feleliefle with organisation and our attitude
the Soviet Union in an attempt, to them The se d d. con concerne-say local commentators, to lessen _ .
Jamaica’s dependence on the Uniteti the expulsion of members ofStatesh 7 our organisation for breaking

He has included the three best-
fundamentally with our constit-

known left-wingers in the People’s - mum‘
National Party -~D1m¢an. Bertram The political differences wt: .
and Small - in his government. had arisen in our organisation

ernment in an underdeveloped country Are these the actions of a man who ai the time 9f the ‘ixpulsions
is about to deliver the Jamaican ‘dld not lnent 3 spilt m tile
“... people firmly into the hands of 3 Revolutlonary (.:°“.1m‘lmst

is inevitably going to “... systematic-
ally smash the emerging independent
working class movement” because of
its helpless impotence in the face of
international capital.
It is an assumption that has some
solid base in the theory of imperial
ism, but apparently Clark doesn’t
even think it worthwhile even briefly
explaining the premises on which his
whole article is based. For him it is
quite simple : the government has
two options - either to deliver immed-
iate power “... into the hands of the
working class and small farmers” or to
deliver the Jamaican people “,, firmly
into the hands of the multinationals”.
He sees the latter option being put
into practice “..almost immediately”
in the form of cutbacks in public
spending on welfare programmes ;
the use of the Industrial Relations
Act to smash any independent
working class action ;and the use
of the State of Fmer en re ulations.- S <-‘Y E
to curb the new left which has
blossomed in Jamaica over the past
three years.
Let us look at what has actually
been happening in the two months
since Manley’s overwhelming elect-
ion victory in December. When
he announced last month‘s package
of emergency economic measures,
Manley said he would accept no
IMF loan which was conditional on
cutbacks in the government’s social
ro rammes There was not a sin leP 8 - E

cutback in the emergency package.
He did announce an extension of the
land reform programme to stimulate
food production. He did announced
the nationalisation of three foreign
banks and the stricter control of the
whole banking sector. He did
announce the takeover of the
island’s only cement plant so as to be
able to control the house-building
programme more directly.
Far from using the State of Emergency

the multinationals while gaily
singing the songs of democratic
socialism” ‘?
Clark also made no mention of a
number of other important deve-
lopments. He said nothing of Man-
ley’s attempts to build up a popu-
lar militia (Home Guard) directly
responsible to the Prime Minister’s

Group. A clear indication of this
is that the expelled comrades
still insist that they stand by
‘Our Tasks and Methods’, the
founding document of the RCG.
Those who call for a split
when different tendencies
first emerge - tendencies which
in no way reflect movements
within the working class - indi-

office. He said nothing of Manley’s cate only their isolation from
belief that he can do for Jamaica the working class.
what Nyerere did for Tanzania
by building up strength at home Although the comrades were
through popular mobilisation around expelled’ it is in fact mm? 3
his reform programme, and guaran- correct to say that they Slmply
teeing Jamaican independence
abroad by common Third World
stands and playing off the big
powers against each other.
Most important of all, he
mentioned nothing of the m_ilTtant
new mood of the Jamaican people
which grew out of the Rastafarian
and Bl k_ _ ac Power struggles of the
fifties and sixties, and which has
pushed Manley and his party into

walked out of the RCG and
thuereby avoided a political_
fight within the organisation.
On the November 17 demonst-
ration against the cuts they,
together with the other comrades
later expelled, proclaimed them-
selves the ‘true’ RCG and
marched behind a separate banner.
After this kind of tomfoolery
the Political Committee of the

a new awareness of the need to dea. RCG had no Option but to- _ - f 1 . expel any comrades who had
xgghptgfefgriggtfigtigigxfi 0 wea th taken such steps. The need to

For Clark there are only stark
choices between barbarism and
socialism, starvation and socialism,
and the smashing of the working
class and socialism The necessit

inform bookshops etc as to
what co_uld be regarded as the
authentic correspondence arose
because of these events.

. . .... .. ' . - Yto discuss _fraternally and dispassion-- I-6?’--|

perhaps insurmountable obstacles
to the transformation of small,
post-colonial societies like Jamaica

ately the very real dilemmas facing“ -1%.;--_--_---~---e~.-.~_-:1 -—-—--— ._i_;__
the progressive Third World 5‘-;_ :—_ F5 5%? ;.::~- "-'":'!",.iT ...
leaders seems to escape him. -._-5. -5:: 1;-—_ ;;_j i"--7 "-.3-."'.=_.-_.~' % - --- ,
Of course the left must analyse the _'—;'1 ??: iii‘ if;-_: l?’ A ' I ff‘ I

*?’ " l "*1

in the face of the massiveforeign
penetration of their economies.

National Party has to be con ronted ___

" v L. .. "r/-,-,. S‘The apparent inevitability of splits % / _£/7 ,5
between left and right of the People's _ ,~ .~ . “<7 /-- -

TEAR-JERKERS AND THE KGB

IT is quite wrong to describe
Thomas Hood ’s Song Of the Shirt
(last issue’s fashion theme) as a
“naive tear-jerker in the worst
Victorian literary tradition”.
Surely, the worst literary tradi-
tions are the same in all ages,
Victorian or not, i.e. service to
reaction, and opposition to and
contempt for the ‘common
people’.

Hood may in this poem have
employed sentimentality (a look
at the whole poem which you
didn-‘t publish will confirm that
he did!) but because it was to ex-
pose the evil of the worker’s posi-
tion and to call for an end to it,
clearly it is in the best literary
tradition, and is remembered to-
day because of that —-in spite of
the ‘critical establishment’ who
would not consider the whole of
I-Iood’s work to be worth one line
of the reactionary fossil Words-
worth, say, or the fascist hack
versifier Ezra Pound.

Incidentally, the phenomenon
of a literary work ‘jerking tears’ is
one which medical researchers in-
form me has never actually been
observed, even after near fatal
overdoses of Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

The coverage of the CIA was
the best I have ever seen in any
popular magazine. Although it is
easier (primarily, of course, thanks
to men such as Agee and Hosea-
ball) to get material on the
American subversive agencies, I
hope this will not prevent you
from researching and publishing
exposures of Soviet Social Im-
perialism and its various fronts in
Britain.
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powers to smash the working class, he " '7 '
has threatened to use them to take But I don t behave that the Sort ; / .l
over the business and plants of Pf farrago of crude Marxism an” ‘T ’\ —-—
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After all, it is that force which .fl.£££.£££££££££

many people in the Third World,
particularly in China, see as being
most dangerous to the world s
peoples, and the success of their
policy of “occupying the empty
seats’ can be seen nearer home
than Africa!

lsee that you are under attack
(Letters — Issue 2) from some
quarters for not submitting your
paper to the particular brand of
social democracy known as
trotskyism. On this matter, you
must be quite firm, and say to
these people, “If you want a
paper such as ours to toe your
line, then you have only one
course of action —Start your
own!”
Richard Turner
Reading

ROCK AGAINST RACISM

l WANT to dissociate myself from
the presentation of the feature

Apology: part of the statistical
confusion could be caused by our
crummy proof reading. The
Average Weekly Earning Index
(page 25) should have read:
June I970 100
March 1974 156.5 (56.5)
November 1974 188.4 (20.4)
January I976 234.] (12.4)

on Rock Against Racism in the T1-[E ARTICLE by Fine and Har-
last issue (No. 3). My original
idea had been to talk to members
of Kartoon Klowns who have
been Working 011 Pfedllcillg the KK of numeracy and greater theoretical
Band record, and who are involved
with Rock Against Racism. Not
only was all reference to the pro-
duction of the record cut out, but
there were factual inaccuracies in
what was finally printed — when
I had particularly stressed on the
copy I put in to you that the tim-
ing of events should be checked.

The decimated result comes
over as a confused ‘personality’
interview with Red Saunders who,
as I told you at the time, did not
want to be cast in a starring role;
credit for RAR’s development is
due to a greater collective effort
than your emphasis on Red's
name in the article suggests.

And on the subject of collec-

ris in issue No. 2 (‘Understanding
the Crisis’) deals with important
issues but needed a higher standard

clarity.
They claim that only in the-

period March to November '74
did take home pay rise faster than
prices. The table that they produce
to prove this does nothing of the
sort. On the contrary, if one cor-
rects the errors of addition which
make it an absurdity- as published,
it shows that from June ’70 to
March ’74, weekly earnings rose
56.6 percent, whilst the retail
price index rose by 53.6 percent.
Anyway, what should have been
shown was not average weekly
earnings, but net real earnings .
after deductions. For the average -
male worker, these went up from
£15.85 to £17.91 from 1970 to

tive effort: whilst I can understand "73 measumd in termg of 1963
copy being cut for lack of space,
or even ideological reasons, I feel
very angry that I was given no
opportunity to discuss the way in
which the piece was to be subbed.
When people give their time and
effort —-— for free —- towards pro-
ducing articles for a magazine that

prices (see Bacon and Eltis, table
6.1). .

If one abstracts from the invar-
iant contradictions of every and
any capitalist society one can
identify the following contradic-
tions of accumulation in Britain,
starting with the most fundamen-

‘claims ‘D in ra.dica1’.and to happen tal and movin to the most acute:to collective discussion, there is
no excuse for such editorial arro-
gance

S
1. the exhaustion of the latent

reserve army, setting a maximum
I ' ldlik t 1 . t Red. to the surplus value that can bewou e o a o o ise op g produced;Saunders, Peter Bruno and J 0

Wreford for taking up so much of
their time to so little point.  
Wendy McFadden
London EC].

2, the rising organic composi-
tion of capital with its ensuing
declining rate of profit;

3. the obstacles posed to the
production of relative surplus
value by the strength of trade and
craft organisation among the in-
dustrial proletariat;

4. the declining share of sur-
plus value going as profits due to
the rise in the unproductive sector,
and the increasing share of surplus
value going as rent. Identification
of these contradictions simul-.
taneously indicates the sort of
recuperation of the crisis that is
possible.

The structural changes appro-
priate to the resolution of the
above contradictions are, in
order:

l
l

ll-.-1-iii?"1

1. the tapping of external
atent reserve armies through
mmigration, or the creation of an
internal reserve by drawing a
higher proportion of women into
work producing surplus value;

2. the increasing displacement
of private by state capital, whose
investments being subject more to
political than immediate financial
criteria are less susceptible to in-
fluence by the declining rate of
profit;

3. the introduction of some
spectrum of workers control or
participation; replacement of craft
based trade unions by industrial
unions;

4. a reduction in the mass of
unproductive labour, nationalisa-
tion of land.

In addition to these progressive

HIF

(in the historical sense) possibilities
that lead towards resolution of the
contradictions, and at the same
time open up new areas of class
struggle, there is the reactionary
option to which the bourgeoisie
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CHESHIRE CAT SYNDROME

DURING the last two years of
social contract we have seen sub-
stantial cuts in working class liv-
ing standards. These economic
attacks through the IMF, banks,
City of London financiers etc,
have provided the basis for an
ideological war on working class
organisations.

We have seen what happens
when union leaders participate in
govermnent and management deci-
sions; it is that much easier for
government and management to
get their decisions implemented,
under the guise of ‘responsible
leadership’. In this way the social
contract has been a means of help
ing capitalism survive, not a means
of overcoming it.

Individuals have effectively
been seduced by the appeal to
practice, of getting somewhere at
last. Now they are even arguing _
with bourgeois economics, as
though exchange rates and infla- '

always tries to resortr ie. increased -tion were separate from the activi
exploitation by reducing real
wages and intensifying labour.
This resolves nothing, merely
mitigating temporarily the situa-
tion in favour of the bourgeoisie.
If no more is done the underlying
contradictions will reassert them-
selves.

In the light of the above, it is
clear that the few half hearted pg
and indecisive measures by the
labour government described in
the Fine]Harris article are by. no
means sufficient to resolve the
immediate contradictions precipi-
tating the crisis. This reveals the
weakness of their treatment of the
state, which verges on a conspir-
acy theory. State action is far less
conscious and planned than they
indicate, so the present dithering
will continue until oneof the
major social classes is able to force
through the restructuring on their
own terms. At present neither of
the classes has the political and
ideological coherence necessary
to effect this resolution.
Paul Cockshott
Sale

ties of the working class. Much of
what David Purdy (The Leveller
No. 3) says has already been said
as a rationale for acceptance of the
social contract by union leaders,
politicians and money lenders. It
is as though they are trying to
wish the class war away. Or at
least, by accepting bourgeois in-
stitutions and economic aims,
they hope to ‘co-opt’ workers
into such a view. You could call
it the Cheshire cat syndrome, or
the more someone smiles the less
you see.
Andy Harrison
Salford
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murder
suspect
dies of
asthma
To the outside world and the Western

Press the Arabian Gulf is an area of golden
peace and prosperity. Since the quelling s

in Manama, Bahrain’s capital, with a broken
leg police averred had been caused by jumping
from a window in ‘a fit of repentence’. The age
of alleged leader of the gang, Mohammad Tahcr
Mohammad Ali Al-Mahari, was raised from 19
to 21 just before the trial, presumably when
the police remembered that 21 is the minimum
age for execution in Bahrain. The authorities
were worried by the fact that Mohammad
Taher Mohammad was a private in the Defence
Force and at the trial the prosecution said the
murder had been committed with his bayonet.

_ ' ilj . . .

Immediately before the trial the Minister
of Information admitted to journalists that he
did not know what the procedure for the trial was.
But that did not prevent the prosecution from
demanding and getting the death penalty for

» l

Dear Professor Miliband,
I WAS very interested in your article on the
need for a genuine socialist party in Britain and
-I liked your analysis of the Labour Left, ‘entr-
ism’ and the Communist Party. The other artic-
les on 1956 and Hungary confirm why the CP
is not the answer, and the petty sectarianism of
another contribution was revealing of at least
one leading propagandist of the Labour Left.
But you don’t say where the much needed party
is going to come from, or how it will be formed,
and I thought your treatment of what you term
the ‘ultra left’ was much too cursory, particular-

two of the accused, Mohannnad Talicr Mohammad 1y as it is to the left of the Cp that the new
andlbrahim Abdulla Abdel--- Hussain lVIarhoun,25. party will be f0rmed_
A third man, Ali Ahmed llussain l~‘_alah,_2l.
a technician, was sentenced to life imprison-
ment. Two others, who had pleaded not guilty
to conspiracy in the murder, were acquitted:
Ahmad Maki Ebrahim, 27, a clerk, and Abdul
Amir Mansour Hussain, 24, a teacher. Both the
prosecution and the i_ii.‘-iiL3llCC- are believed to

of the Popular Front for the Liberation of ‘bf’ Hvneiililis flsfliflt-I the \’°Ydi¢Y$-
Oman (PFLO) last year the apparent stabi- The orthodox methods of the police were

further demonstrated by the way in which the
lily of the lower Gulf has been a source of ‘arrests were made. A neighbour of Madani said
considerable satisfaction in Washington
and London. Whatever the price of oil,
IFS even more important the stuff keeps the island. It was a salutary example of how close

to the surface legal repression is in the Gull,
even in a relatively advanced place like Bahrain.

flowing.
But towards the end of last year the

small island state of Bahrain was all agog at a
mysterious trial, which quickly took on political
overtones. Five man were accused of the murder
of a publisher, Abdulla al _Madani,38. Madani’s
paper was the right wing weekly Al-Mawakes
(Viewpoint). A murder trial in Bahrain is rare
enough-the last murder was nearly three years
ago and that was still unsolved. What excited curi
osity in this case, however, was that the Govern-
ment alleged the accused were members of the
Popular Front for the Liberation of the Arabian
Gulf (PFLOAG), a shadowy organisation known
to have links with the struggling PFLO.

PFLOAG is not a formal body and association
with it in Bahrain is not illegal. Indeed, the Front
has two members in the Bahrain National As-
sembly, in which Madani had been leader of a
conservative moslem group, before the Amir
had decided to dispense with the services of
legislature in 1975. That did -not prevent "pol-
ice enquiries from being li1TOUy.llri}{.-IOUIIHB, how-
ever sources on the island claim that originally
six men were arrested, a claim the Government
tacitly admits by saying that one died in hospi-

i__tal_of asthma. One of the European nurses at
the Government Hospital commented: “l can't
tell you what he died from but it wasn’t asthma.” -

Anothcr of the accused appeared in‘courts
Q Mihl |°q
L-_-.-..-.-.l.-.-_.._._.l

BAHRAIN

4
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some men in a red Datsun had called at his
house to ask Matlani’s ar.lr.lrcss. The police prom-
ptly hauled in cvcry owner of ll red Datsun on

‘FBI

.1?»-:1; I

Although the defence at the trial argued as a

...

mitigating factor that the accused had been unde
the influence oil drink it is still significant that
they should have picked on Madani. Tliefollowiiil‘
in Bahrain of the PFLOAG is certainly larger
than the Government would admit. . and apart
from obvious links with l?Fl..O the-rc is evidence
of other links with the United Arab limirates,
Palestinians in Kuwait, and anti-Shah elements
across the Gulf in Iran. Because of quietly but
efficient repression ,1-politics in Bahrain is mys-
terious to the outsider. Yet the occasional public
appearances of bodies like the Pl-’l-0A(} and
events such as the murder of a political enemy
point to more restlessness beneath the surface
than the bland exterior might lead the observer
to suppose. It cannot be a welcome thought in
London and Washington.

As you say, the myth of transforming the
Labour Party into a socialist party is the most
crippling of all illusions on the British left. The
time is ripe for shattering it. The problem,
however, is how.

I agree that ‘entrism’ has never amounted to
serious left-wing politics and that socialists who
have tried transforming the Labour Party are
usually themselves transformed by its rituals and
routine betrayals. In fact these are counterpro-
ductive strategies which keep the myth alive.
Demanding that Labour implement socialist
policies seems about as sensible as demanding
that pigs should fly. But do it often enough and
people might even come to believe that pigs can
be made to fly!

The CP does indeed foster the transforma-
bility myth by its total failure and inability to
challenge the Labour Party and by its support
for the Labour Left, which it imagines it can
use as a bridge to the Labour rank and file. But,
as you say, this bridge is in fact controlled by
the Labour leadership, and the Labour Left pro-
vides a link not for the CP but for the Merlyn  
Reeses and the Jim Callaghans, not to mention"
the ‘has-been lefts’ like Michael Foot and .'
Anthony Wedgwood Benn

You also rule out the CP because its internal
regime means it is dominated by “hacks, old and
young”. This fits in with John Saville’s interest-
ing account of how he and P. Thompson star-
ted The Reas*one_i' to try and get internal discus-
sion in the Party after l(hrushchev’s 1956
speech about Stalin being a mass-murderer
(before Khrushchev’s own invasion of Hungary
showed that Stalinism still lived, and persuaded
Saville and Thompson to leave the party).

Internal democracy is crucially important.
However, I think it can be over-emphasised in a
one-sided way, and sometimes is by ex-Party
members from this era — perhaps understandably
considering their feelings of guilt at what they
had previously supported. But it is misleading
if internal democracy is considered in isolation
from general Party politics. Then the lack of
internal democracy rather than wrong ‘external’
politics (cg. ‘Socialism in One Country’) can
appear to be the overriding problem. I think
Malcolm MacEwen in his article on the CP in
1956 falls into this trap and he comes close to
repudiating democratic centralism as such be-
cause of its distortion by Stalinism.

My main criticism of your own article is
that by simply lumping together all organisa-
tions to the left of the CP you cover up differ-
ences between them, differences which your
own analysis of the Labour Left and ‘entrism’
would indicate to be of crucial importance when
it comes to building a genuine socialist party.
In particular, you miss the fact that alone '
amongst the organisations of any size on the
left, the International Socialists (now the Socia-
list Workers Party) have not ‘entered’ or oriented
on the Labour Party.

I TO
THE SOCIALIST REGISTER I976 marked the twentieth anniversary of the Russian invasion of
Hungary and I(rushchev’s speech about Stalin with a series of articles on these events and their
impact on the British Communist Party and the Left in general. Ralph Miliband rounded off the
series with a discussion of the present limitations of the-British Left, suggesting it should now
“move on” to form a new socialist party.
This open letter was written in reply to Ralph Miliband by a rank and file member of the
International Socialists, now the Socialist Workers Party.

IS has been consistently opposed to the '
various left-wing tactics which, whatever the
intention, have the effect of keeping alive the
myth that the Labour Party is transformable. It
has stood out against the rightward drift in
Britain over the last two years—most notice-
ably in its vigourous campaign against racism
since last June, but also in its resisting the
general rightward drift of the left, which has
resulted in the other groups snuggling closer to
the Labour Party and furthering the myth of
its transformability. By standing firm through
a difficult period IS (SWP) is now growing
quite quickly as the clearly differentiated socia-
list alternative which must be available if
disillusioned Labour members are actually to
leave the Labour Party and be politically
active.

The new party must, as you say, be able to
attract disillusioned Labour lefts. Is it perhaps
because IS has seriously begun to do this that
Ken Coates, a propagator of the transforma-
bility myth and Wedgwood Bennism through
the Institute of Workers Control, should decide
to use a review_of David Widgery’s The Left in
Britain 1 956-68 to attack IS generally and
Tony Cliff personally, and in tones much nastier
than he used against IS some years ago?

It’s true all organisations to the left of the CP
are still small, but IS (the SWP) is at least three
times bigger than any of the others. As a rank '
and file member I would dispute the inclusion
of IS (and some of the other groups for that
matter) in your blanket criticisms of doctrinal
sectarianism, a belief in the imminent final crisis
of capitalism, and internal rigidity. These are
certainly characteristics of some groups, most
notably the Workers Revolutionary Party, but
IS (SWP) most emphatically does not believe
that capitalism is about to go into a final col-
lapse. As for organisational rigidity, experimen-
tation and flexibility are nearer the mark, and
IS (SWP) relates first and foremost to the pre-
sent rather than fetishising the words of Trotsky
from the Thirties.

Overestimating the present strength of IS
(SWP) would be more dangerous than under-
estimating it, but you make the latter mistake,
and I think we do have a good chance of reach-
ing your figure of 10,000 members in the next
few years, though only time (and a lot of work)
will tell. In terms of active membership and in-

t‘liie- we are already much closer to catching
up with the CP than membership figures would
suggest.

The recent past was not easy for socialists
with the ‘social contract’ preventing a real fight-
back against mass unemployment and falling
living standards. But whereas the CP-dominated
Liaison Committee for the Defence of Trade
Unions simply hasn’t been seen during this
period, the Right to Work Campaign, in which
IS is the crucial force, mounted two major
protest marches against unemployment, the one i
to the Brighton TUC the largest ever held in
Britain. Two weeks ago it held a Delegate Con-
ference against the ‘cuts’ with over 700 trade
union delegates and representatives present
from all the main disputes in Britain, and that
was despite quite widespread and sometimes
quite ludicrous sectarian opposition from sec-
tions of the CP, though many CP members do
actively support the Campaign, and the Con-'
ference called for joint action with the Liaison
Committee, which is apparently being revived.
IS(SWP) is still small but it can no longer be
described as “. . .without any grip on the poli-
tical life of the Labour movement”, which as
you rightly say is what really matters.

You suggest that the left groups are small
and doomed to isolation because they adopt the
‘Bolshevik model of October 1917’. This ‘model’,
you say,has virtually no appeal in the British
working class movement. However, I would
argue that workers are not in fact presented
with, nor do they perceive,the sort of ‘blueprint’
you imply, and the present smallness of all or-
ganisations to the left of Labour, including the
CP, results primarily from half a century of
what you describe as Labour's “. . .crushingly
dominant position” in working class electoral
politics. r

As we have seen there is reason the think this
dominance is waning. To the extent that IS (SWP)
could be said to have adopted a ‘Bolshevik model’
it is because revolutionary socialists have to dif-
ferentiate themselves from the CP’s ‘parliamen-
tary road to socialism’ which has been proved
(most tragically in Chile) not to work.

It is also a fact that until recently, IS (SWP)
did not stand in elections. But that was for
strictly practical reasons and not because of
some lprinciple’ embodied in a ‘Bolshevik
model’ (indeed the Bolsheviks did stand in
elections when legally permitted). In the past,
given our resources and Labour’s dominance,
standing in elections was not a serious option;
now it has become one precisely because of the
recent growth of disillusionment with Labour.

It is not clear what you mean by “. . .a real
measure of electoral legitimation”, but IS now
intends to intervene consistently in elections to
the limit of our resources, with at least fifty
Socialist Worker candidates at the next General
Election. This ‘electoral legitimation’ is an impor-
tant element in building the Socialist Workers
Party, not least because in Britain ‘politics’ is
very much identified in the popular mind with
Parliamentary elections.

While this electoral element in IS (SWP)
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strategy diverges from what you suggest by the
term ‘Bolshevik model’, as well as implying in
the British situation a type of party significant-
ly different from the Bolshevik’s, we can learn
from the Bolshevik experience. The task they
accomplished is still the task that has to be ‘
accomplished, albeit in different conditions
from Russia in 1917, namely forcing the bour-
geoisie out of power for capitalism most assured-
ly will not be voted out of existence.

Despite your very direct and fandamental
criticisms of the Labour Left and the CP, I feel
that in lumping together the left groups in the
term ‘ultra left’, and in attributing to them a
‘Bolshevik model’, you betray the fact that you
yourself are still orienting, albeit critically, on
the Labour Party and the CP. But as you your-
self say, the time has come for ‘moving on’. On
the central point of your article, the neetl for
socialists to explore seriously the formation of
a genuine socialist party, there is no disagree-
ment. I would simply add that you give no indica-
tion how this party will be formed, and I am
sure you will agree it is not an academic question.
is — now the Socialist Workers Party —— has
already begun to explore in practice the build-
ing of a new party, with modest but exciting
beginnings.
Yours fraternally,
James Anderson
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We socialists are not fanatics or i
timescrvcrs. We are socialists because
we see the prospect which life holds
out for all working people.

We want the commitment of
workers who laugh and live and want
to end the wretchcdness and despair
which shuts love and laughter out of
so many lives.

We do not have to spend the rest of
our lives. and leave our children to
spend the rest of their lives. wrestling
in struggle against a mean and _
despotic ruling class.

Society ("rm be changed. but only il
niasscs of working people abandon
the rotten sliipwrcck olithc ‘leave it to
us‘ rcfornicrs. and commit tlicinsclvcs
to change from below. ' _

Tliis is our case. Will you read it‘?

Please send me . . . . copies
od WHY YOU SHOULD BE

lb,2,
he96

:6’Ii’@,-SW

Please send me. . . . copies of WHY
YOU SHOULD BE A SOCIALIST at
El One copy for 50p
[II Five copies £2.00
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ADDRESS

save‘ ' "+urs' ' 'sL'|'P' ' "rs; ' ' svv
Distributions, 6 Cottons Gardens,
Lond0n,E2 I
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Recent exhibitions of the work of Naum
Gabo and Kasimir Malevich at the Tate
Gallery have afforded the opportunity to
see the work of two artists intimately
linked with the Russian Revolution and
whose influence is still felt in modern
Westem art. Dave Taylor looks at the
problems of revolutionary art and re-
views the current exhibition of
“Unofficial Art”.

On January 18 a public discussion was
held with several artists represented in the
current exhibition of Russian Unofficial
Art at the [CA Art Gallery.

IT IS not only personal intimidation
that faces “unofficial” artists in Russia.
In 1974 an exhibition of unofficial art
in Moscow was swiftly brought to an
end by the intervention of the state
machine in the form of a bulldozer.
Public outcry led to a second authorised
exhibition a fortnight later which was
so successful that the organiser,
Alexander Glczer, was given the choicee
of emigration to the West or a labour
camp in Siberia. He now runs the Russ-
ian Museum In Exile near Paris.
That any unofficial art has developed at all
is quite an achievement on the part of the
artists. There are two types of art shop in
Russia. One is for accredited artists with an
official permit and has good stocks of high-
quality materials. The other is for everyone
else and has an uncanny knack of running out
of the desired materials when the customer
is an unofficial artist.
All the artists in the exhibition have rejected
Socialist Realism. Most have rejected Marxism and
any relationship between art and politics. So
how do they see their relationship to the working

. sclass .

Victor Kulbak, one of the artists, says "‘The. - - ‘ y

artists is a worker like any other. He spends
90% of his time working so he is a member of
the working class.”
The remark met with the approval of the
other artists present. I-"or most of them the only
way in which such a question can be posed
is at this personal level. This leaves them in a
political vacuum. To define yourself as a
member of the working class says nothing about
the implications of this for your art.
lirnst Nieszvestny, who has perhaps the
widest international reputation among the
artists says, “The artist must be free. The only
place the artist can be free today is in the
West.” Nicszvestny is, however, less uncritical
of the West than most of the others. llc
qualifies his remark :

“What is freedom, what is unfreedom. I had a
six hour conversation with Sartre in Moscow.
lle said to me : “Freedom is an absolute con-
cept”. l said, freedom is relative. The Party
official has more freedom than the worker,
the (Jfficcr has more freedom than the Private‘

O-

Kasimir M alevich,
Architectoaa, 1924-6.
Suprematist Sculpture

Jr l
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But can’t unofficial artists living in the West
simply become a tool of capitalism against
communism ?

“People can become tools when two systems
confront each other. For the artist it is his
personality that must ensure he docs not
surrender to one system or another. He must
maintain his spiritual freedom, but spiritual
freedom must not be confused with political
activity.”
This is one of the main themés that runs
through most of the artists’ work and
statements. Neizvestny defines Socialist
Realism as a “total lack of personalism - any
personalisation is regarded with hostility”.

The turn away from polities leads most artists
to religion. Mikhail Sheniyakin and Vladimir
lvanov say in their manifesto of Metaphysical

h W ’ _ ' it ' _ _ "* synthetism, “Art means the paths of beauty
1| 1 |* ‘I ‘ii \ " 1 - - I tr 1 1 . \ _ _

“C Li‘ ”‘(_"“ ”:"“‘ "m ‘_h"“’ R“"5"" S""r" ‘S leading towards (|()(.l. fill) artist must always
concerned tor his ego. Since I was weaned my aspiré [U (;0d_.-. Kulhuk Saw‘ .. Tm, idea U,-

’ ’ - 1 91 _ . _ . . . -H

whole hi‘: has b""'n t" l’r"tLL‘ my “go ' an anti-relieious art is as irrational as dry water .

'3-

Likc Solzhenitsyn, the rejection of Marxism and
and the embracing of religion leads some of
these artists to defend the West as the ‘free
world’. Alexander (ilezer says : “Only one
system threatens the whole world and that is
communism.” l-lclioes of Solzhenitsyn.

The main influences on the work of artists
have come from the West. Surrealism, the anti-
fascist art nf the l93(ls in Italy, and modern
Pop Art all liZ_',li|'U with different intensities in
different works. The influence of Surrealism
can be seen particularly in the work of lidward
Zclenin. The treatment of the individual, so
important in almost all the artists’ work, is in
his case isolated, divorced from social relations.
Ashe says, “many present artists have an urge
towards metaphysics. Art is not metapliysics
but it urges towards metaphysics. This is a
_e0od system for the conveyance of human
existence."

Metaphysics, religion, abstract personality.
These are the most common themes to be

found in the work, yet some of the
artists take their inspiration from Russian
artists of the ‘revolutionary period’.

1

Prominent among these is Lev Nussberg. In the
sixties he led a group known as the ‘movement’
which drew its inspiration directly from Tatlin,
Malevich, Gabo and Pevsner. His art has a more
practical application than, for example, the
religious nostalgia of Kalinin. Futuristic designs
for industrial landscapes and towns were
produced, but a cool reaction from the public
as well as Partv officials led these artists to
im;t£t£i‘e' oirther elements sucl: as dance and
improvisation in their work ii"; attempt at
a poptilzirisrititin.
Relentless of their criticism of Otficial Art,
none of these artists appear to possess any
coherent political philosophy. Freedom and
personality are things the artist is supposed
to attain in his aesthetic enclave. In the West
today this meansusually the freedom to become
irrelevant to the lives of the majority of the
people. Neutrality breeds elitism.
This is not the intention of most of the artists
but the non-interventionist nature of their
art confines it to the walls of galleries and
the notebooks of critics_. S_ome, like the l(lIl'.‘il-.'."
and constructivist artists, attempt to Ioea 1-.-
their work in the realm of the real world,
but even these artists tend to produce
structures beyond the bounds of realisation.
Artists such as Neizvestny do have a grasp of
the political problems of producing art in the
Western intellectualized artistic environment,
but their most stringent criticisms are still
directed towards the Official Line.
There has been a tendency in the West to either
embrace the current unofficial art for its anti-
communism or else to neglect it as an under-
developed copy of Western art. Neither t‘etlL‘Iit-_i
gets us nearer to an understanding of it. Its
supposed undcrdevclopment is not surprising
given that most Russian artists are totally
deprived of any contact with anything other
than official art, and most of the work does
have a powerful emotional force.
Its limitations, however, are to be found in
the naive political assumptions of some of the
artists who accept the dominant Western
tradition of elitist art and their contradic-
tory desire to make seine statement without
getting involved in the messy business of
politics.

Dave Ta for

--.-._"""'-:.:__“_::_

"‘-\-

_ ___ -i_i_------ ¢- --at

The art of the revolutionary period in

artists.
When the thaw froze over, the locks turned

again. The so-called ‘formalists’ and ‘decadents
such as Malevich are seen as a threat to the offi
cial theory of Socialist Realism. The answer is to
be found not simply in the fact that they didn t
paint happy workers but in their approach to-
wards the role of art in creating a new society

The 1934 Congress of Soviet Writers laid
down the basis of the socialist realism: “We
demand of the artist a truthful, historically con
crctc rcprcsenration of reality in its revolution
ary development. Moreover he must contribute
to the ideological transformation and education
of the workers in the spirit of socialism. ” There
is a scientific method which he must adopt. His
work must contain three elements; partinost
(partyness), klassovost (classness) and narodnost
(peopleness). The result is the strict political
determination of content based on traditional
realism and the crude reflection of idealised
reality.

The work of Gabo, Malevich, Tatlin, Lissit-
sky and others stands in stark contrast to this.
“Space and time are the only forms on which
life is built and hence art must be constructed
wrote Gabo in his Realist Manifesto of 1920.
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tin s
- - - - Gabo and Tatlin, the leading constructivists,WHEN life ceases to be mspiring so does “shed th new t t hm“ G b d d

. . . . . . p is ois s a o esigne
art’ Sovlet Soclahst Realism ls an “mm architectural structures more advanced than
spiring 311- It IS" flbflllt P6011161 W0l'k6l'S ever before including the layout of an airport
in factor-igg, 011 the collective fanng 01- Tatlin designed his famous monument to The
P ff ~a| _ It - 1- - Third International that was to be twice as high
.ta.rty 3 Isl Ii ls about the wmg yet as the Empire State building, would be made
I ‘S 3 ea a ' _ _ _' of metal covered with glass and would revolve

_ _ once a year They were concerned with art as a
Russia rarely took the human form as its constructive process
subject-matter but it is a vital art, alive with the
force Pf the rev‘:-‘lutiolf; Over fifty Y‘-131's ago’ What does art carry mto this unfolding epoch
Malevich proclaimed, the supremattsts have Ofpmmm hum,-y , wrote Gabe The answer
'_'e"0""¢'ed the hum-4'" face (and natural Oblecfs was that it carried its constructive process right
"'1 sjsflstflll and halfe f0""d_"e“’ Symbols with into the heart of real life In the squares and
which to fender direct eellngs- on the streets we are placing our work convinced

Ma-levwhis Suprematlsm was the f°re“mn°T that art must not remain a sanctuary for the
of some of the most important developments in
twentieth century abstract art. For 25 years, mm for the jazy A” should ‘mend us every
from 1932 until the brief Kruschev ‘thaw’, the where that life flows and acts at the bench
works of the most original artists of the revolu at the table at work at rest at play on working
tion were kept under lock and key in the vaults days and héhdays ‘at home and on the mad
of museums away from the Russian public and m order that the flame to live should not extin

gutsh in mankind
Malevich was equally as committed to the

Revolution as the constructuvists but his ex-
ploration of form took l'l1ITl in the opposite
direction For Malevich art was about the
exploration of pure form This took him out of
the streets and the factories and into purely
artistic creation

Only when they are free from the encum
brance ofpractical utility (that is when they are
placed in museums) will their truly artistic,
absolute value be recognised he wrote of
works of art in his book, The Non 0b_/€Cllv€
World in 1927

In his work he seeks to abolish the distinction
between form and content The geometrical
plane is the only pictorial element in his suprema
tist wdrk The real life force ot the Revolution is
absent Suprematist forms are constructed out
of nothing he claimed This idealist philosophy
inevitably led to an elitist art concerned with
the expression of abstract prmciples In artistic
terms it was truly revolutionary but its actual
link with the new reality of Russia was extreme-
ly tenuous An art ot pure torm in no way im
pinges upon reality it becomes an intellectual
exercise

The similarity in the use ot abstract terms
between constructivism and suprcmatism hides
this basic theoretical ditterence And it was a
difference telt strongly by the artists concerncd
Ii tic I xhioitioii tl '0 in 191 ’§ Tatlm accuscd
Malevich ot being an amateur and rctuscd to
hang his paintings in the same room He movcd

rt’ if his works to another room and erected .1 notice
exhibition of professional painters

As artists they embraced the Revolution

idle, a consolation for the weary and a justtfica

I!

The test ot any revolutionary art is not its
overtly political tontcnt but how tar it rtvolu-
tiomses traditional modes ot exprcssion and
increases our understanding ot the world
Socialist Realism merely retlccts thc official
view Malevich s suprcmatism explorcs ncw
forms but ignores the rcal world ll is dllllLllll
to iinagme his white on whitt canvas as imping-
ing on the reality ol the average factory worker

Abstract torms cannot ht rejected, howcvcr
as subjective and irrelevant The comtructivists
and tuturists by taking their work onto the
streets and mlo the talus torted people to
consider thc \0LlJl role ot art When artists

|~§,,,,,,, ,;,,,,,,_ ,,.i,.“. fr, m like Gabe ust new iorltls to question the way
heluw a piece of in which art is constructed they provide new
1~'s'lI|Pture. Rom-raam ways ot quc stiomng the way thc whole social
C"”-""“"'"‘""- structure is construtted The constructivists

posed questions The revolution try implitations
ot this can be |udged by lllc ruthlessness ot
thi. ir suppression
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THE LEVELLER has received documents from the Warsaw-based Workers’ def-
ence Committee (WDC) detailing the repressive measures of the.Polish state after the
riots of 1976 and the resistance to the_ repression. y

The documents tell a sorry story of brutality and stupidity - but also of the bravery
and organisational capacity of workers in the face of the bureaucracy.

The Stettin shipyard strikes of 1970-71 were followed by efforts to buy off the
workers, with the state gambling on the intemational boom of 1971--3 to mortgage
Poland’s future. When the boom collapsed, the state tried to make the workers pay
for its mismanagement by cutting wages through sharp price increases, particularly
for food.

Last June prices were raised by as much as 100 per cent for some items. There was
a spontaneous revolt, At Radom, a major industrial town near Warsaw, workers bumt
down the party headquarters and at flre Ursus tractor plant they tore up the railway
lines. The price increases were withdrawn within 24 horns. But the state’s reaction
was brutual, as the following extracts show

“AT AROUND 10.00am we started out
for the meat factory. We formed a procession
in Zeroniski Street. We took lorries full of
meat out of the factory to show there was
plenty, but nobody took any; the lorries
were taken back full to the factory. Around
ll o’clock the demonstration went down
Zeromski Street singing the Internationale
and the national anthem. People were shout-
ing “Down with increases !” Most of the dem-
onstrators were young. It was very disciplined,
everything was calm and ordered. In front of
the council offices everyone hissed and whist-
led but we didn’t break any windows. Then we
went to the Party offices. The building was
occupied by workers. Three people, including
a girl, pulled down the red flag and cleaned
their shoes with it. In its place we pulled up the
national flag. At that point people started sing-
ing the national anthem. All that time nego-
tiations were going on: the demonstrators de-
manded a meeting with the Central Committee
and cancellation of the price increases. We hopal
for a reply within two hours. Around two o’
clock a second group joined the demonstrators.
They were bringing people in by car and trac-
tor trailers. Between two and three o’clock the
workers blocked the traffic around the Party
offices with barricades of cars and buses.
When no one turned up to talk to the demon-
strators, we started to smash everythingzthe
windows were knocked out, desks, carpets,
TV sets were thrown out of them. In the can-
teen we found a large amount of tinned food,
sausage, pork fillet. People were yelling ‘Just
look at what they’ve got, the bastards!’ It’s at
that point that people started wrecking the
shops in the neighbourhood. We got some
petrol and set tire to the Party building. _
About 5 o’clock the militia arrived with water
cannon and tear gas. They came in closed ranks
from Slowacki Street. The demonstrators set
fire to the cars barricading the street and dis -
persed to attack the militia from behind. When
the demonstration in front of the Party building
was disrupted, people regrouped in front of
the council building. Around 5 o’clock they
brought the bodies of two men who had been
killed down Zeromski and Strug Streets, cov-
Q.»-

ered in blood. People clenched their fists and
_didn’t move.”

Police brutality
“DURING THE SEARCHES in Zeromski

Street I raised my arms. They took me away.

v

On the way towards the main police station
they kicked me a lot and spat at me. One of
the militia hit me with his helmet and twisted
my nose. In front of the police station other
militiamen were clubbing people as they were
taken inside and in the corridor others were
beating and kicking them. In room 105 they
stretched me out on the ground and shaved
my head with a penknife. Afterwards they
took us to prison. All the warders were drunk
and armed with clubs and helmets. They un-
dressed us and left us in our slips and we spent
the night like that in a cell with a concrete
floor. We were very cold. The warders forbade
us to talk. As so_on as they heard a voice they
came in and grabbed the first person they saw.
They beat her in the corridor, we could hear
the screams, then they‘ threw her in the cell
like a sack. The next day we were tried. They
stopped us speaking. Anyone who tried to
complain in public about being beaten up was
silenced. After the sentences they beat them
up again.

The courts
INFORMATION ABOUT ACCUSATIONS

judgements and sentences is difficult to piece
together. In all instances the figures given by
the WDC are many times higher than those
given by the Polish Embassy in London. For
example, the official number of arrests at Radom
was 239; the WDC affirms the PROBABLE num-
ber-based on eye-witness accounts in various
prisons—as 2,000.
“At Ursus we know of 126 cases: they were
accused of fighting the militia, refusing to dis-
perse, pillage of shops, demolition of trains.
The accusations were almost always false. The
witnesses for the prosecution (militiamen)
were not even present and their evidence was
given in writing. The majority of the accused
were found guilty and given fines of 1500-
3000 zlotys (2-4 weeks wages for a skilled
worker), or compulsory work for several dozen
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hours, or suspended jail sentences. Most of the
arrested were out of prison after 48 hours.”

“Between July 4 and 6 the workers sent-
enced to fines were brought into the Ursus
police station again, including those who had
already paid their fines. They were arrested;
the central command of the Warsaw militia
had demanded a revision of the verdicts, as
they found them too lenient. After the revi-
sion, most of the sentences were three months
jail. The condemned were taken to Bialoleka
prison. Their appeals and declarations of mal-
treatment were not listened to”.

“On the 16th and 17th July, 7 workers
from Ursus were tried in Warsaw for detailing
a locomotive. They were sentenced to 5 years,
41/2 years, 4 years, and 3 years in jaiL We have
recently heard from Warsaw that these senten-
ces have been commuted to one year suspended.”

Unemployment
THE URSUS WORKERS who were released

went back to work on June 28. After a few
days all the workers who had been arrested and
released were sacked without notice under
article 52 (1) of the Penal Code. This para-
graph has since been reinforced by Ministerial
directives, e.g. this circular from the Minister
of Heavy Industry: Unjustified stoppages of
work, refusal to work and all disruption of
order in the factory is sufficient cause for
cancellation of the work contract without no-
tice, which amounts to immediate sacking.

“No one knows the total of sackings at
Ursus. Figures vary from 250 to 1500. We ima-
gine the second is closer to the truth.”

“The workers who have been sacked have
met with a systematic refusal of re-employment
in all State enterprises. The director of the em-
ployment agency has been ordered to refuse them.
Certain private employers (who are few) have
been threatened with the withdrawal of their
licence to employ if they employ any worker
sacked after June 25. These workers are con-
vinced that they will only get work after the
three months is up. Thus they lose all the ad-
vantages of continuous employment. They and
their families have lost the right to free medical
treatment. Aid from the factory and social secu-
rity is minimal. The payments due by law which
were initially given them by factory officers have
been withdrawn on orders from above.

“In all, out of the 144 cases of which we
have details, only 14 have been re-employed.”

At Radom, on the other hand, the majority
of the workers have been re-e mployed.

‘No complaint’
LONG AFTER JUNE the use of force conti-

nued. A bulletin from the WDC in November
cited the case of Stanislaw Wijata who signed
a petition in October detailing maltreatment.
On November 24th the WDC received a copy
of a letter from Wijata addressed to the Dept.
of Justice in which he said he was withdraw-
ing his complaint: ‘What I wrote was false as
people who called themselves members of a
certain ‘Workers’ Defence Committee’ drew up
the complaint for me and asked me to sign it.
I didn’t even know what I was signing as they
told me it was okay like that. Then they gave
me 2000 zlotys (about 2-3 weeks wages for
a skilled worker)’:

We are grateful to INTERNATIONAL
SOCIALISM for information published in
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THE PRESS is one of the most important means of carrying news and
ideas:a means to organise, communicate with and influence people. We,
readers and writers of The Leveller utilise this means obviously for our
own purposes. It is only human ifsome of us tend to assume that the use
and meaning of the word “press” is the same for everybody. But it is not.
Let us, then, examine the press in a socialist country, e.g. in Poland, and
compare it to the British press.
THERE are no privately owned newsp
papers in Poland. All are published by
political and civic organisations. By
far the largest and most important pub-
lisher is the Workers’ Publishing Co-
operative (RSW Prasa) which operates
under the direct guidance of Polish
United Workers Party ——Communist
Party (PZPR).

There are other participants of the Polish
political scene which are identified with, and
directed by the PZPR- (unfortunately, but
this is what it is called) National Front.
These have their own publishing organisations,
such as the United Peasant Party Press, Epoka,
Publishers of the Democratic Party, or PAX
Publishers of PAX Catholic Association. And
papers are published by Youth Organisations,
Women Organisations, Trade Unions etc. etc.

The Common feature of the whole Polish
press is that it does not depend on advertising
and does not have to make a profit in order to
survive. Social and political factors are much
more important than financial in making deci-
sions to close down old or start new titles.

Advertising plays, then, a very minor role.
The market in Poland is mainly a ‘sellers’
marker’; competition between manufacturers .-
is rare and anyway what is the point of adver-
tising goods which are not readily available at
shops because they are sold out soon ‘after
delivery?

In -the eye of the Polish press, authorities
(more specifically central authorities like govern-
ment, central committee, police) are never
wrong— at the present. However, it happens
sometimes that _the press admits that the author-'
ities were wrong, but new authorities (which now
control the press) have already put it right and
at present all is perfect again.

Discussions,struggles, events which brought
change of authorities are not published and are
not for the man in the street to know. It is
enough that he knows there was a “period of
errors and distortions” but that it is over.

Consequently, on political aspects Polish
newspapers are often dull to read, and it is
almost impossible to figure out what is really
happening in Polish politics. Also foreign news
is censored and doctored according to the
“socialist principles” which means that what
happens can be omitted, played down or ten-
dentiously represented.

__ This is, by the way, not only a Polish or
socialist press sin. y

For additional information people in Poland ,
rely on mouth to mouth news, on foreign broad-
casts and the foreign press which is, withsome
effort, available on the newsstands of big hotels
and in the reading rooms of “Clubs of Interna-
tional Press and Books”, which are found in
bigger towns.

Minor authorities can be, and often are,

THE DETAILS of life in the coun-
tries of the Warsaw Pact are always
fascinating — and in short supply.
They either come from westerners
looking in, or from exiles and dissi-
dents. This article, by a working
Polish journalist, describes the _.
publishing system in Poland, gives
the names and circulations of the
major titles and explains who they
are for and which section’s opin-
ion they represent. He also des-
cribes a system of self-censorship
and control which is state dom-
inated but which, like our own,
works far more through the nod
and the wink and the unstated
awareness of what is acceptable
than through the iron control of
a censor. All the same, remember,
the author does not feel able to
sign his name to what he has
written here. . .
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which obliges the criticised to answer this criti-
cism to the editorial board. To assure that
criticism reaches the proper places, the editorial
board sends a copy by post. '

_ Understanding how high the actual dividing
line between those ‘untouchables’ and those who
are suitable for criticism is the most important
grounding for journalists and calls for constant
alertness, many good, influential and well-
informed friends, and last but not least —good
health. -

Controlling and censoring the whole press
by state and party (often it is difficult to dis-
tinguish and divide them) is done by the Main
Controlling Office of Press, Publications and
Shows—-and by its branches.

Editors, and particularly editors in chief,_ are
almost invariably members of the Party and "
familiar with the real limits. Therefore interven-
tion by the Controlling.Office is rarely necessary.
Most of the job is done by the self-control of
well-trained journalists. In fact, some of the
party publications have their staff so well- __
trained that they are exempted from submitting '
their proofs to the censors.

Attempts at self-publishing and an under-
ground press are hindered by strict control,
registration and licensing of all printing and
copying equipment. Import without licence is
forbidden. Distribution of printing is centrally
planned, both because of controlling reasons
and because of constant shortage.

IS 94. criticised by newspapers. There is even a law Poland has 87 dailies (UK 109) with a total
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circulation of 283 copies per 1,000 inhabitants
(UK 582). They appear both in the country’s
capital and in other towns. Some of them with
nation-wide circulation reach total daily circula-
tion of one million copies (Daily Mirror has
about four million) which amounts to 79 copies
per‘ 1,000 inhabitants. This record biggest selling
figure is however almost reached in Poland by
women’s weekly ‘Friend’ Przyjaciolka with 75
copies per 1,000 inhabitants.

The main political newspaper with a nation-
wide circulation is ‘Peoples’ Tribune’ Trybuna
Ludu, the organof the Central Committee of
the Party (PZR). The oldest morning paper is
‘Life of Warsaw’ Zycie Warszawy, founded in
1944, which claims that it is not affiliated to
any party or organisation.

However, both of them are published by the
same RSW Prasa concern, both have members
of the Party as editois in chief and, moreover,
sometimes Zycie Warszawy and not Trybuna
Ludu is used to publish in form of editorial
article some important political declaration
expressing unofficially the Polish view on some
international issue as an opinion of the whole
nation rather than only of the Party which has
less than two million members compared to
a population of nearly 33 million.

Of course, these opinions are inspired and
carefully controlled by Central Committee and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Besides morning papers, there are twelve
evening papers, the most popular being ‘Even-
ing Express’, Express Wieczomy, published in
Warsaw.

There are no Sunday papers as there are in
England. Most of the dailies appear on Sundays
and are published six days a week, missing one
day sometime during the week. Some, like
Trybuna Ludu appear every day. Sunday edi-
tions have expanded sections on various aspects
of cultural life.

Another group of periodicals which are sought
after by all, irrespective of sex and age, are the
illustrated weekly reviews. They contain news
and devote much space to miscellaneous enter-
tainment. They are richly illustrated, though the
paper they are printed on is not always of the
highest .quality. These include ‘Profile’, Przekroj,
Around the World’, Dookola swiata, Panorama

Perspectives, Perspektywy, ‘Etc’, ltd, --a student
weekly. The cinema and television _are represen-
ted by ‘Film’ and ‘Screen’, Ikran.

‘Pins’ Szpilki, founded 30 years ago in Warsaw
and The Carousel’ Karuzela, published in Lodz
are both satirical weeklies.

. A special place is occupied by socio-cultural
weeklies, with fewer illustrations and more stress
on the printed word. They carry news, comments
and discussions on different events in Poland and
abroad, print literary works, reviews, essays,
interviews etc. They are addressed mainly to the
intelligentsia and they reflect and mould the
opinion of those who take the lead in cultural
life. Among others, one should mention ‘The
Culture’, Kultura, ‘The Literature’, Literatura,
‘The Cultural Weekly’, Tygodnik Kulturalny,
and ‘The Politics’; Polityka, a weekly especially
popular among the technical intelligentsia,
which deals with numerous economic and social
problems. ‘Forum’ is a hard to get weekly,-~— .a
Polish digest of the foreign press.

Q
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The bread industry has one over-
riding problem. It cannot expand. We can-
not eat enough bread to feed the vora-
cious appetite of capital accumulation.
When the industry consisted of a multi-
tude of small companies, expansion could
be accommodated by tdre overs. Now '
there is nowhere to go for the three major:
companies-Rank Hovis Mc Dougall, Spil-
lers French and Allied Bakeries (a subsidi-
ary of Associated British Foods). They ac-
count for over three quarters of all the
bread produced in the UK, increasing
their share by about 1% per year. The re-
maining 24% is produced by about 45
plant bakers and about 5000 ‘masteri-
bakers who have one shop and bake on
the premises. Gains in the market are very
difficult, although some small bakers are
growing in size.jj_Mi _ M _p

' ‘Attempts to increase a particular share of
the market have not been very successful. Re-
member the half-baked idea of the ‘partly-
baked’ loaf ? Then there was the Nimble foot-
work of RHM which captured 5% of the total
bread market with what they called ‘slimming’
bread—despite the fact that ounce for ounce
it has more calories than either white or whole-
meal bread. Allied, in I97 6, introduced in-store
baking (Bakers Oven) in 190 of their bakery
shops. The latest ploy to get you to pay more
for the same thing is the intended Sunblest
Long Loaf. It will be sold on the basis of hav- .
ing 5 extra slices, despite being exactly the same
weight.

As a result of a voluntary agreement to
keep costs down between main producers and
government in 1975, there has been no national
media advertising on the standard branded loaves
The industry doubts whether this ban has -had
any serious effect, as money has been diverted
to advertising other products to keep the brand
name in peoples’ mind. Also, it is reckoned that
Allied would spend £250,000 on regional air-
time advertising alone for the new Sunblest
Long Loaf.

_ Another obvious way of making a profit
is to reduce the amount of bread flour extrac-
ted from wheat, so that there is more left over
to flog on other markets. Much of that removed
(the bran and germ) goes into animal feeds-
hence the domination of Spillers on the pet
food trade, and to specialist markets- cereals,
health foods and ‘Bemax’.

In the period of government control during
and after the war, the extraction rate (propor-
tion of husk, flour and germ used for bread-
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The recent delivery drivers’ strike
drew attention to the political
and economic tensions in the

\\‘~\\ industry which provides our
\ most basic food. CHARLIE

,_ , CLUTTERBUCK, who is _
1 researching the politics of the food

business, and bread in particular,
with the Agricapital Group,
describes the workings of the
bread business-

--.______
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and husk) was held at 85% foF§€veral years,
After decontrol in 195 3, there was a National
bread at 80% with the commercial white falling
below 80%, and thus in need of ‘restoration’
with legally-defined additives. By the 60’s, 72%
extraction had become the norm—‘in accordance
with public demand’.

As it is difficult to develop these techniques
further, the obvious trend is to rationalise on
production and distribution. As profits in the
milling sector of milling]baking/retailing opera- -
tion have regularly turned in 16-17% returns,
it is obvious that it is the retailing sector that
is in need of ‘rationalisation’. “Scope for fur-
ther rationalisation is limited by the number of
bakeries that can be closed before distribution
problems come into play. Bread cannot success-
fully be transported long distances at the moment
On the retail side, there is potential for a higher
concentration of sales through grocers and
supermarkets while the number of retail rounds-
men will decrease.” (Retail Business 1972)

What was‘needed’for the industry was an im-
perishable loaf that could sit on a supermarket
shelf for six weeks until grannie could hobble
along, dust it off and take it home.

O.K. The bread may be rubbish, but at least
it’s cheap. This myth permeates most of the lab-
our movement who still see our ‘cheap food pol-
icy’ as some sort of victory. ‘Cheap food’ was a
response to our position as an imperialist nat-
ion, and was pushed by industrialists to keep
down the social wage in the 1920’s. But our
Imperialism ain’t what it used to be; all we are
left with is an efficient way of making money
for the three monoplies. Between I 960- 7.5
the price of bread rose faster than for other food-
stuffs and faster than retail prices in general.
(1). The retail price index in 1975 (based on
10,0 in 1963) was 290 for bread, 275 for food
in general, and 250 for all manufactured goods.
Between Dec 1971 and Jan 1977 the price of a
standard loaf increased from 9%p to 21p. It may
be cheap to make, but it isn’t cheap to eat. The
industry always try to say that our bread is
cheaper than elsewhere. They don’t mention
that RHM turned in pie-tax profits late last
year of £39’85 mil-up £12.75 mil from £27.l
mil the year before.

The worry for the bread industry is that
due to all the latest publicity people are beginn-
ing to realise the exhorbitant price they are
paying for this staple commodity, and hence
are beginning to cut back on consumption.
This is unusual. Through the 60s consumption
decreased gradually as the standard of living
rose. However, since 1973, there has been a
slight rise in consumption reflecting the grow-
ing crisis. So the bread industry has been confi-
dent of withstanding the crisis better than most,
and of ‘increasing selling price in the context of
dearer food generally’. I

j-tionary, which could have been raised, were to
rnationalise the industry and the right to work

ures; the US held 60 million acres out of produc-
tion. -

I Biutiwith people beginning to react to the
prices, the bread industry will be forced to
rationalise still further.

The recent bread strike in late Dec/early
Jan, although not so dramatic as the ‘bread
riots’ of the early 19th century, did emphasise
the political importance of foods, in the struggle
ahead. It is something the ‘left’ is going to have
understand and not see as fit only for eco-
freaks.

The issue of the strike was whether the price
of bread should remain fixed, or whether it
could be sold at less than the 221/2% retail
margin previously allowed. Such a reduction
would obviously benefit the supermarkets, and
especially Associated British Foods, whose tight-
Iy integrated operations control both Allied
Bakeries and Fine Fare. The delivery unions
considered that short term price reductions
would squeeze out such outlets as corner shops,
thereby squeezing the unions out of ajob, but
also reducing the service provided and enabling
the monoplics, to gain greater control and share
of the market. The ‘Big Three’ would then be
in a strong position to manipulate prices.

In general, the revolutionary left has shied
away from the strike. Was it a reactionary strike.
being anti-working class in that it directly affec-
ted the price of their staple food‘? Or was it
merely petty bourgeois in that it appealed to
the small shopkeepers‘? Or was it a pr_ogressive
strike in that it challenged structural unemploy-
ment before the event-rather than having to
fight the usualrear guard reaction‘?
I The reluctance to support the strike is easy
to understand, in that it flew in the face of
traditional left theory, and that it was seen to
be run by a reactionary union. Yet it is diffi-
cult to see just how we draw the line. Most
‘strikes are economistic, and most inevitably
result in an attack on some other section of the
working class (e.g. the present Frauds Fiasco
,~strike)i_i-l\levertheless we usually muscle in and
‘try to explain the broader political issues in an
attempt to politicise some of the members and
to raise more far reaching demands. In this case
two demands, although not particularly revolu-

on a socially-digestible product.
We can be sure that in the future there are

going to be more strikes in the food sector and
if we don’t realise that food production under
capitalism is produced for profit not for people,
then we are going to find ourselves in some
very confusing positions.
"I

1) TACC Report. 1974. Intermediate
Pub.

(2). In the last few years it has justified price 2) Investment Report 197] [-[Gare & r
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Shielding
our
Britain has one of the most secretive
administrations in the world. Ti:-e fact
that a Watergate could never be exposed
here is something that we have almost
complacently come to live with. A few
reforms are being bandied around
Whitehall at the moment. Tony Bunyan
examines what they mean .
In November last year Merlyn Rees, the
Home Secretary, made a statement on the
Labour Governnient’s intention to replace
Section Two of the Official Secrets Act 1911
with a new Official Information Act. In
his unfortunate turn of phrase, it was his
intention to replace a “blunderbuss with an
Armalite rifle”.

The decision to replace Section Two follows
the recommendations of the Franks
Committee Report of 1972 (which was
set up by the Tories after the unsucessful
prosecution of the Sunday Telegraph over
its Biafran revelations). This section of the
Act covers the disclosure of classified
information to those outside the state
service.

Successive governments - Tory and Labour
have announced their intention to act :
always next year, not this. This reluctance
is based on the stubborn opposition of
key Ministries - Foreign Office, Home
Office and the Ministry of Defence - to any
change in the practice of the last hundred
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When the Report was published in 1973
Robert Carr (then Tory Home Secretary)
said that all information held in the areas
of defence, security and law and order
should be protected, regardless of classifica-
tion. Rees’ statement three years later
largely reiterated the same points, although
there were some significant differences.
He said, firstly, that informatibln in certain
fields - defence, security and intelligence,
and foreign affairs - was still to be highly
protected : “information relating to security
and intelligence matters is deserving of the

highest protection, whether or not it is
classified.”

In
1939) was to combat foreign espionage,
the use of the Acts has been largely to
ensure that civil servants do not divulge
any information to those outside state
service (like to the press and the British
people).

The Fr nks Committee Report proposed that
the 1% Act should only cover information
on : defence and internal security ; foreign
relations ; currency and reserves ; Cabinet
proceedings ; the maintenance of law and
order; information given by the citizen ; and
official information used for gain.
Moreover, in the first three categories only
matters covered by the classifications
SECRET and DEFENCE-CONFIDENTIAL
would lead to prosecution ( and these classi-

be absolutely no change, and there is even a
hint that the ambit of‘ the existing Acts
would be extended. Similarly, information
relating to ‘law and order’ held by the
police is to be protected.( The distinction
made by Franks on the source of the
information was not raised.) Information
on the economic and domestic fields,
together with Cabinet proceedings (surprise,
surprise after the publication of the Crossman
Diaries) are not to be included.
Rees said nothing about how classifications
were to be made, and was silent on Franks’
view that classifications should be reviewed
prior to_ a prosecution. Lastly, by impli-
cation Rees, while ‘freeing’ certain areas
from classification, hinted that the Act
should allow prosecution to be made easier

fications themselves would be reviewed at the .111 the areas defined -above.
time to see if they were still relevant). In
the field of law and order, the Committee
proposed that information held by the
police and other agencies should only be
protected if given by the citizen, or if
required by law. They-explicitly excluded

Civil servants would still be subject to in-
ternai disciplinary procedures (like dismissal
or failure to gain promotion) in all areas
and Ministries. This fact alone gives Britain
one of the most tight-lipped state admini-
strations in the world. And the new law (if

information ‘acquired’ by the state ‘ in the and when time is found to pass it) will not
course ol its work’ (for example - political
records).

lead to more ‘open’ government. All it will
do is tidy up an unusable law.

‘H-111..
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THE UNION between CIA and British
Intelligence is being exposed by its latest
offspring: the deportations of Agee and
Hosenball. Not only has the work that
Mark and Phil and their comrades have
been doing attracted wide publicity, but
the state has had to admit a lot more than
it would have like to.
Iior a start, the three redundant bureaucrats on
the “independent” panel that heard the
“representations” showed, in Agee’s five-day
hearing, more interest in Jamaica than anything
else. Now why should Agee’s naming of CIA
covert agents responsible for the attempt to de-
stabilise the Manley government upset
Whitehall so much‘? There are only two
possibilities: either American rage was
faithfully transmitted through the intelligence
channels; or the destablisation was a British
job, onto which Agee had unwittingly stepped.
The second looks the most likely: sources in
the State Department in Washington have been
reported as saying as much, and a source in the
Foreign and Commonwealth o ffice has said:
“Agee has given us a lot of trouble over
Jamaica”, and “We have been trying to get the
Americans more interested in Jamaica for a
long time”.
British Ministers have also been freely peddling
smears against Agee that originated with the

/'
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CIA. The famous tale of the western spy ring in
Poland that was broken up, allegedly by Agee’s
revelations, was first given to a New York
magazine by the Agency. Executives on the
magazine, Newsday, have confirmed this. When
the story first appeared, the ring was just said
to be “western”. Later it was hardened up as
|"rcnch. At no time have they been said to be
British.

i

Deportations
Some of the ring were arrested and imprisoned
by the Poles. Others were said to have been
got out in timez; others disappeared. But the
smear that Agee has been responsible for the
"~".'I."-1lll_l of t_wo of our men” has come from the
mouths of Home Secretary’. Merlyn Rees.
talking to (and without too much trouble
convincing) Liberal leader David Steel; and
__from the Prime Minister, more recently at a
private gathering, at which, incidentally,
Callaghan also said that Mark had merely
“been silIy” another pointer to the “one
in, one out” deal long suspected by Agee/
Hosenball supporters.
New confirmation that American Intelligence
works closely with the British SIGINT network
(communications intelligence) has come from a
former Royal Army Intelligence Corps soldier,
John Berry, who was discharged from the Army
for his political attitudes in I970.
In a statement in support of Agee and 7
Hosenball Berry says that the National
Security Agency (the CIA’s “big brother”) is
responsible for the overall direction of GCHQ,
the l)efencc Ministry department overseeing
SIGINT. The location and function of GCHQ
establishments was the subject of Mark
Hosenball and Duncan (’ampbell’s famous
Time Out article, generally considered to have
been the main reason for the deportation
threat against Mark.
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Ron Barnes, cab driver, in the intro-
duction to his newly-published
Coronation Cups and Jam Jars - a
personal record of the struggle for
life through three Hackney gener-
ations - describes a main thrust of
the Centerprise publishing project.
His first book, Licence to Live,
sold 3,500 copies through Center-
prise and local newsagents. Ron
Barnes outsells J aws in Hackney.
“It doesn’t take some special gift of genius
to write an autobiography, a story or a poem.
And of that I am living proof. The writing is
not too difficult. The difficult part is getting
what you write published.”

Dave Barnes (no relation) is a truck driver. W
A married man with two kids. He is also a poet.
“I get more satisfaction from writing six
lines than I do from a year of punching
lorries around.”

RON and Dave are both members of the Hack-
ney Writers Workshop based on Centerprise, a
bright-green shop front on Hackney’s Kings-
land High Street which is at once community
centre, bookshop, cafe, meeting place for local
writers and activists. Set up six years ago by
disillusioned youth workers, Centerprise_pro-
vides liveable space. Not so easy in this city
for schoolkids and pensioners to find some-
where to sit and talk, drink tea, play Chess and
draughts, read the papers. _

Apart from the workshop (only six months
old) there is the People’s Autobiography of
Hackney, which in its sixth year has produced
both volumes of Working Lives, and a young
black writers group recently published in
Talking Blues. _

Those ideological hnes drawn between
writers and readers, cultural producers and con-
sumers, are erased when workers become writers.
Worker-writer. The apparent contradiction ex-
presses this movement where a class can begm
to be transformed from passive consumers to
cultural activists, protagonists. Poets, novelists,
biographers, researchers, theoreticians — on the
front line of the ideological struggle. _

And the significance of Centerprise resides
as much in this, its form, as in the content of
the writing, although the act of writing neces-
sarily involves an exploration: “Poetry is P011‘
tical, the process whereby feelings are clarified
through reflection. Through writing you are
made to understand the forces operating on
you: the home, family, work, the economy-
You start to understand them, thus helping
other people to think and act.” Ken Worpole,
Centerprise worker.

For local working people, Centerprise PTO‘
vides a real point of contact between books
and life. They come into the shop and see a
name on a book which is a name of a friend.

_ As a matter of principle, Centerprise keeps
. all its books in print. “Books are permanent ob
jects, handed down through families, living, and
we are trying to build a working-class culture.”

One Wednesday night I attended a meeting
of the Writers Workshop which has about a
dozen active members, including a.cab-driver,
lorry-driver, paste-up artist, teacher, claimants,
pensioners and school students. In a friendly
atmosphere there are readings — poems, short
stories, extracts from autobiographies — follow-
ed by animated discussion.

All the poems that night, apart from Culture
The week before a worker-writer group from For The Workers, depicted victims: the worker,

Scotland Road, in Liverpool’s docklflnd, had the mental patient, the schoolboy, the mother.
come down to Hackney. Culture For The I raised this question with Les Skeats, 27-year-
Workers, an aggressively proletarian P061“ from old claimant and member of the group,_when I
the Liverpool group, is I°'I'i-"39 and $PflI1<$ Off 3 spoke to him a few days later. “The writers
lively exchange on the relationships between group is Stu] at 3 raw Stage of development. We
politics and writing, between Marx and the  have 110i yet evfllved out Of 3 Pefsollaliseds OP‘
‘personal’. pressed sort of poetry.” _

Then Howard reads Visitors, a poem on Les spent seven years in the Army medical
mental illness. He has recently returned from corps (after joining up at fifteen) before buying _
mental hospital and demands that the group himself out. On a posting in Cyprus he met the Islandf-begins by encouraging people to talk
confront the obscenity which is the Mental Royal Irish Rangers, catholics from southern into microphones. The tape recordings are then
Health Act and the mental hospital. Therapy, Eire who were mostly sympathetic to repub1i- transcribed and duplicated, returned to the

kitchen unit so that women can learn how to
be good housewives Housework is, of course,
what put them in there in the first place, but
the authorities thought they just couldnt quite
manage it — couldn t cope —-— they were faulty
housewives.” And there is the smell which still
lingers when you come out. “Even my brother
thinks I’m crazy.”

After a reading from On School, an unfinish
ed autobiography by the paste-up artist, and a
series of surrealistic poems from Dave Barnes, a
woman whose young baby has been playing
silently on the floor nervously admits that after
a long break from writing she has something to
read tonight. It is called Afterbirth: “I know
you but I do not know your face / You bear the
marks of an unfamiliar countryf And the pro-
mise of new pain.”

Story: IAN WALKER

Pictures: CENTREPRISE

gr .9-LgTU
Like Dave, the lorry driver who changes jobs

every few months to keep a ‘secret’ identity,
Les has experienced real problems of isolation
at work. “It's really difficult. When you say,
‘I’m interested in poetry, I do a lot of writing’,
they go blank, turn off”.

One of his poems expresses a condition of
this blankness, the subjection of the worker to
the god-like instruments of production.
“Working on the track / there is no sitting down/
Every body stands/church-goers singing huinns-.”

This is poetry with an avowed intent: “T0
demonstrate the basic injustices perpetrated
against the working class. To explode the myth
of The Writer as external to social forces. Shel-
ley was right when he says that the writer is the
catalyst that brings on the revolution. . . Art
should not be a form of escape but a means of
shoring what is possible.”

THE PEOPLE ‘S A UTOBIOGRAPHY OF
HACKNEY, based on a WEA evening class, has
a more specific task: to rewrite history, restore
working class pride in its origins and struggles.
And this is subjective history --none of the pos-
turing ‘objectivity’ of the bourgeois historians
-—written by the working class for the working
class. It is what differentiates the Centerprise
group from the Ruskin College approach to oral
history, which reaches its logical conclusion in
12 guinea hardbacks.

The technical Process developed by People’s
Autobiography--used in both volumes of
Working Lives and on their present project The

had no option but to leave section of the book The speaker/writer exer-
He started writing poetry after getting bust cises final editorial control, but Centerprise staff

ed for dope in West Germany and spending four reserve the right to write the introduction,
months in Stanheim prison where, at that time, arguing that this helps to set the works in con-
the Red Arm Fraction was held. I ended up t xt . B t d hy e u oesn t t is raise in another form the

-in a cell with one Turk, a Yugoslav, Greek and political-editor/amateur-writer relationship?
German. I couldn’t talk to anybody and started Three years ago a decision was made by the

he gays, is a joke: “There is a fully equipped canism: After talking to them for six 11101111118 I author for editing, which version becomes a

to write)’ group to publish Working Lives, an account of
Writing intensified a nascent political com- work in Hackney from 1905-45 (Vol. I) to

i -

mitment, led to some serious reading, and he is 1945-76 (Vol. ll). Some of the accounts were
now an articulate spokesman for the Centerprise written straight by members of the group, like
worker-writer group: “It is a springboard for Jack Welch, demolition man in Vol. I, and
people who have written secretly, but who have -others went through the taping process. Unneces-
never met other people who do. An amazing sary to advertise for contributors --two to three
number of working class people do write, but _ hundred people a day use the community
they are too lacking in confidence to talk about centre and the books themselves generate the
‘it. . .poetry is written by cissies. . .they go interest.
away and hide.” There were other problems though. One

worker in the group——I was told that he and
his trade must remain anonymous—made a
long tape recording for Vol. II and took the
transcript back to his union convenor who
flipped his lid. “You can’t publish this,,it gives
the whole game away.” Centerprise deferred to
the union’s wishes, disappointed that the skiving
and sabotage could not be recorded in their
.book, but absolutely sympathetic to the
union’s desire to pre-empt ideological flack
from those who always get out their inverted
commas for ‘workers’.

But then the issue was put to a mass meet-
ing. Centerprise provided forty transcripts for
everyone in the union branch and a decision
was taken to go ahead with certain cuts to be
made by the union convenor.

The autobiographies have been known to
set the cat among the Hackney pigeons in an-
other way —-— working class history can produce
red faces for those seeking to hide, and betray,
t-heir class origins. One of Ron Barnes’ relatives
wrote an indignant letter to the Hackney Gaz-
‘-ette: “We don’t want to be reminded of our
past. l’m a successful businessman now.”

Working Lives is a fascinating chunk of
working class history where East End resilience
and humour are in constant battle (and contra-
diction) with the reality of proletarian life.
“You spent a lot of time and money writing
off or walking round after jobs, but you just
got nowhere. In the finish you just thought:
‘Well, why kick against the pricks‘? The bleedin’
sun’s shinin’. Let’s go out and enjoy meself.’ ”
(A Real Industrial Nightmare, Phil Anderson,)

Difficult though in working class auto-
biography to resist the slide into romanticism
and sentimentality, where the community in
hardship of the world we have lost provides a
nice fit with the bourgeois dichotomy between
the satanic mills of yesteryear and the bright
new landscape of advanced capitalism. And for
the large immigrant communities in Hackney
the books must remain irrelevant historical
curiosities.

Partially as an attempt to combat this prob-
lem Working Lives (Vol. II) was regarded as
essential and a significant political departure.
The group also felt that the pictorial record
was as important a documentary form as writ-
ing, so whereas Vol. I had portrait pics, Vol.
II is illustrated with photographs of people
actually at work.

What is really impressive about the People’s
Autobiography is the diligence with which
massive research jobs have been undertaken.
A fly-on-the-wall at one of their fortnightly
meetings I learned something of a strange com-
munity called The Island (I 872-1971), a small

-piece of Hackney with five streets and one en-
trance which somehow became cut off from
the rest of the world —self-sufficient with its
own farm, blacksmith, pub and shops. Pianos
were out on the street, the police were kept out
and street gambling was ‘rife’, as they say.

The group has been working on The Island
project for eighteen months. Which time has
been spent talking to people, convening public
meetings, holding exhibitionsof their superb
Island photograph collection and doing their
own library work. They plan to publish three
volumes spanning three generations.

The Island poses real problems of sentimen-
talism --all the more so since it was a closed,
immensely chauvinist community -“and the
group is here a victim of its chosen subject.

Centerprise workers argue that political
weaknesses in the writers’ groups are in part a
reflection of Hackney itself and the absence of
any large factories with a militant, unionised
workforce. Hackney has been decimated by the
rag trade: workers scattered through innumerable
sweat shops, homeworking, child labour and —-
when work is short —-scraping a living through
petty crime. This lack of a powerful labour
movement rendered a proposed project on the
General Strike unworkable.

But, to reverse the argument, Centerprise
itself does not ‘reflect’ the community: there
are no black members in either the Writers
Workshop or the People’s Autobiography and
I spoke to Les Skeats about this problem.
“Blacks are gradually starting to come in. We
are slowly breaking down the barriers but it is
a long process. When Centerprise is seen by
blacks as not purely a white man’s thing then
they will come along in greater numbers.”

These barriers have already withered away
for young blacks who arrive after school, sit
around playing chess and draughts in the cafe.
The young black writers’ group doubles up as
a youth club with table tennis and discos.

Talking Blues, their anthology, is a spare ex-
pression of the young black struggling into
consciousness, putting up resistance to the
monotonous oppression of their everyday lives
--in the family, school, the careers office, the
dole queue —with a defiant affirmation of their
own identity. An adentity which becomes pos
sible in some of those plaees in the city -—pubs,
reggae and soul clubs ~-and which is reinforced
tlnorigh the act of writing.

There is, too, the bitter contrast between the
remembered Caribbean childhood and Hackney’s
urban mess: “An unwilling exile in this country
to which you are subjected,/ The place which
they say is better than your island”. (Hugh
Boatswain, Exile). But the memory is not just
nostalgia, it fuels determination. provides the
confidence to say, in another of Hiigh Boat-
swain’s poems,
I Remember:

“Yes, I rernernber
When I was young.
I was not angry then,
I did not understand. ”

Besides publishing working-class literature,
Centerprise is engaged in an endeavour to help
those members of that class who cannot read.
The adult literacy project is a vital component
of the overall strategy: “I-lore adults are learning
to read political, hiimaii books, not Janet And
John”.

The big re.d bus which is Centerprise does not,
like the punk-rock graphic, have “nowhere” on
its destination boards.
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Gay Sweatshop r
 Eire aghast at
‘funny~bunn

ALL IS NOT WELL in the cultural life
of Baile Atha Cliath - that means Dublin,
the city once wittily described by Sebas-
tian Dangerfield as the “Athens of Modern
Europe”.
Its solid theatres like the Abbey, are well-
established and certainly stolid - with the
main injection of artistic vitality in recent
times being provided by a plucky much-loved
little place called the Project Arts Centre.
This centre puts on music, exhibitions, plays,
films, you name it. But it had the audacity
last October to host for two weeks a couple
of productions by the London-based Gay
Sweatshop. These playlets were concerned
with aggressive statements of male and
female homosexuality, and the citizenry
of Dublin were alerted to the danger within
their midst by a ‘crusading’ Irish Independent
journalist whose flamboyant denigratory
article caused quite a stir where otherwise
the Britishers may have come and gone largely
unnoticed.

he controversy might have remained rather
silly, only the Project had been promised a
£6,000 grant from the Dublin City Council
towards necessary structural repair work, and
had spent this money in anticipation.
It had however to be ratified by a Council
meeting held on January 17. But to the
horror of the Project‘s cooperative committee
the grant was rejected by 17 votes to 10,
and suddenly the future looked bleak.
The City Council debate had featured stirring
“freedom of artistic expression” type speeches
and had involved _a misleading argument that
the money could not be granted as the Project

—-— ".'.'.'.'.'.'h'L'|

theatre
had but a six month lease.
It was carefully pointed out that the Council
had already voted £100,000 worth of
ratepayer’s money to another theatre - The
Olympia - which had similar lease problems.
Cutting through all the smokescreen cant in
the councillors’ words that night, it was clear
that the issue was the Gay Sweatshop.
Fianna Fail councillors (of de Valera’s party
which is now in the unusual position of
being in opposition) voted en bloc respon-
ding to a whip against the grant, oblivious to
the arguments, and clearly with an eye on
running a “save the ratepayer’s money”
and “clean up the city” ticket in the coming
elections. '
One amongst their ranks, a Ned Brennan,
donated the Irish saying of the week when,
grumbling about the Sweatshop production -
which of course he has not seen - he stated
that it was not even mounted by Irish people
but by “four Funny-Bunnies from across
the water”.
Anyway, the storm was immediate, with the
fate of the small Centre becoming a national
issue. Indeed, perhaps the most remarkable
aspect of the whole affair was how many
people and groups came publicly to the
defence of the Project, including such types
as the vehement chairman of the Irish Arts
Council. .

The Sweatshop themselves - already involved
in their own problems in London at the Royal
Court Theatre - came over in January to give
two performances of the plays everyone in
Dublin was talking about but few had seen,
with the proceeds going to the Project‘s
fighting fund.
An astounding number turned u with at least

ll eingturne away. ose insie is-
covered that the Sweatshop playlets, perhaps
inevitably, were not really all that good. Though
it certainly contained some naughty words
and its actors did some naughty things on
stage.
The Irish Gay Rights Movement quickly
joined in the fray, pleased at least that the
subject of homosexuality - rarely discussed
in Ireland, witness the still bitter controversy
over Roger Casement with many Irish people
firmly believing that his homosexuality was
entirely an evil character-blacking fabrication
of the British - has come so suddenly and so
prominently out in the open.
The arguments continue and the Project’s
emergency fund has already topped £2,000.
so the centre will probably survive. It just
goes to show doesn’t it ?
daitho o breasil

And...
Spare Rib has been banned in the Republic of
Ireland for being “usually or frequently
indecent or obscene”. The Censorship Board
bases this decision on four issues which
included information o'n abortion, mastur-
bation and self-examination for breast cancer.

DIRTY HARRY
HARRY’S GAME: Gerald Seymour.

Fontana. 70p.
I USUALLY buy a novel like this to read
on the train.I bought Harry ’s Game be-
cause it’s about Ireland and since I was
planning to do some work there shortly,
I thought I’d get it now but save it to read
on the boat.

Harry Brown is dragged out of obscurity in
the British Army on the Rhine, trained up by a
mysterious unit on the direct orders of the
Prime Minister and put into Belfast to waste a
Provo assassin who's murdered a Cabinet Minis-
ter. He eventually gets his man, but a British
squaddy in an observation post thinks he’s a
terrorist and gets him.

Both men are buried with military honours,
their wives’ lives are ruined, the civil servants and
military men who set it up and messed it up
move up or down the career structure and the
Prime Minister thinks a good job was done all
round. Belfast goes on as before. .

It’s a compulsive read and is mostly credible,
most of the time. Seymour is an ITN reporter
and gives us a hard story written like a TV script
—all action, suspense and colour with a repor-
ter’s eye for detail and lack of feel for the
people on the ground.

Harry is a pro and he’s good: so is his oppo-
sition, Billy Downs. What screws them both is
not just that they are operated by incompetents,
but also that professionals have weak spots too
and the right conjuncture of events —-— the child
who runs in front of her policeman father just
as Billy has him in the sights of his Armalite,
the landlady who notices Harry’s accent isn’t
quite Belfast ——- will destroy the best-laid plans.

Of course, the politics are awful: but so are
those of Belfast. The book won’t advance our
political understanding one iota, but it does tell
the armchair traveller what it tastes like to live
in Northern Ireland. It’s simply a sharp, fast and
exciting read in an area which has generated sur-
prisingly little fiction.

And that’s good enough for a novel that g
makes no claims to greater things. I think I’ll
read Sherlock Holmes on the boat.
David Clark
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THERE IS a rude story about John
Ruskin, Victorian England’s leading
art critic and major domo of aesthe-
tic taste. It’s a honeymoon story
and it goes like this : Ruskin married
and on his wedding night he went to
bed with his wife. It was his first
iilllfi. When she took her clothes
off he saw that she had hair growing
between her legs.
Now Ruskin was a great expert on
naked women, having spent much
time examining Greek and Roman
statues, and he knew what a naked
woman ought to look like. But
these ancient works of art were
like the Page Three Girls in the Sun,
they didn’t show pubic hair. And
so Ruskin, thinking his wife
deformed, refused to consumate the
marriage. lt’s a case history of too
much reliance on theory.
If he’d spent his time examining Playbirds
instead of Praxiteles he’d have been under no
such illusion. He'd have had a gynaecological
knowledge of the appearance of the female
genitals since it’s a magazine that specialises
in “open crotch” shots.
Because of magazines like Playbirds, Men Only,
Mayfair, Private, Libertine, Knave, Peaches
and so on. the adolescent male of the seventies
is extremely unlikely to grow up with that
sort of problem. llc may, however, get landed
with the hoary old illusion that a woman
ejaculates when she comes.

TONYNICHOLLS
—--0--no

Pictures:

RUNNING DOWN THE SEVENTIES’
FASHIONABLE PORN: Since the well-
publicised obscenity trials that followed the
prosecution of Lady Chatterley ’s Lover, the law
has been more cautious about interfering in the
porn business. The sex mags, (on sale at every
newsagent in the country,) have taken most
advantage of the new mood and become a £30
million-plus business. Here, three articles look
at sex mags as business; the effect of the
“liberalisation” of the law; and the politics of
“hard-core”. A series of articles on human
sexuality are being worked on for future issues.

Sex mags and curious young men will be drawn - Bakef 3 “We donit have an 389 BFOUP, We
together with the inevitability of gravity, but
there’s no way that can account for the number
and circulation of the mags. The business
being what it is, accurate figures are about as
hard to come by as a pusher’s profit margin,
but a good £30m a year is spent on openly -
sold sex mags. And the figure would be even
greater if you could arrive at any useful guess
of the amount of mail-order business where the
the unit cost - between one and five pounds -
is much higher. This large industry comes in
many forms, but it has only one product :
masturbation.
So the first thing that’s certain is that the mags
are not produced for a bunch of deviants
whose only possible source of sexual enjoy- '
ment is with the left hand while the right
hand turns the pages.The seven sex mags
which have an ABC figure (Audit Bureau
of Circulation - independent body whose figures
are accepted by advertisers and are therefore
at the top end of the market) have a combined
monthly sale of close on two million. That
is probably just over half of the total copies
sold.
The figures show that it must be Bob Average
who is voting for this sort of pornography,
and Along with the science fiction houses
(remember the “half price back” shops where
the two exist together ?) the publishers must
be the only entrepreneurs of print who can
look you in the eye flllti soy with tlmliaiii

don’t have a social class”.
Graham Baker publishes, among others,
Private, Whitehouse, Playgirls, National News
and Climax, each one of which has a circu-
lation somewhere between the Fiiiai-rcial Times
and The Guardian . As far as he’s concerned
the magazines exist to titillate. They are aids
to masturbation.
Also, he thinks : “ it is a good thing to have
these aids available for the male population.
The alternatives are frustration, tension and
possible results going as far as rape or other
violent acts. Men don’t get violent after a
wank you know.” Like many others in the
business. he firmly believes that the relaxation
of laws against pornography on the continent
have led to a decline in sex-related crimes.
liqually, the moral reformers, and some others
as well, believe the reverse is true. I
Whoever is right, pornography still exists on the
very margins of legality. Despite all the
historical evidence that nobody has yet
managed to frame a law which defines
obscenity or pornography without lumping
in all descriptions of sexuality, the state still
tries. In Britain, the Obscene Publications
Act makes it a criminal offence to “publish,
sell or possess for gain any article that may
deprave or corrupt a significant minority of
those into whose hands it may fall
those into wliosc liands it is likely to fall.”

(.‘ontinur'd Over Page
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t----books you read with one hand
Graham Baker is to be prosecuted under
Section Two of this Act. It was three rnonths
after he was busted and some of his magazines
seized that it was decided to prosecute : on
one edition only. “I have looked through
this particular edition and quite honestly I
can see no sigttiliaettttt distinction between this
magazine and any of the others,” he says. He
seems a genuinely bewildered man.

llc has got good. reason. As a publisher he
wants to print the “strongest”, most explicit
material he can, without being busted. But
nobody knows where the boundary is. A few
weeks ago the 1)az'!_,t»’ Mirror published a picture
of nude actors and actresses which “accident-
ally” showed pubic hair. A giant step for
Fleet Street, but old hat elsewhere.

It was Bob (juceione’s Penthouse which
stepped across that particular frontier in
daylight sortie years back. And after that it
was a war of nerves between him and the Paul
Raymond organisation t Men Only I) to see
who would be the first to “go pink” - that
is to show the flesh of the lips of the vagina.
They‘ve both taken the step now. although they
haven’t yet taken to the “held-open vagina”
and the tastefully named “flap shots” of
other magazines. There’s obviously plenty
of room for escalation in the .S‘t,rn/Mirror
circulation war.

In lingland the openly published pornography
is surprisingly reticent. “I feel obliged to
censor some of the pictures, unfortunately.
I don’t like doing it, I think putting little
stars on pictures is an utter nonsense. But
at the moment we still feel that we need
stars on some pictures for legal reasons.
Usually it is where there is actual physical,
direct contact. with sexual parts of the body
like the genitals or the mouth.
“And there are certain subjects which I won"t
touch in my magazines such as the use of
animals in sex, violence, minors. taboo subjects.

5In fact anything that is illegal I won t touch.
I won’t even put incest in.”
So (iraham Baker ends up looking two ways.
llc defends his publications fervently - he’s
just given a talk to the local Rotary (‘lub on

“Britain as the Adolescent of the EEC” on
the grounds that their material is natural,
healthy, unrepressed, an aid to a fulfilling
sexuality and what the public want.
But what the public seem to really want is
“stronger” “hotter” and, most desirable of
all, “hard core”. In fact, truly hard-core
pornography is very difficult to obtain in
Britain, although you wouldn't believe it from
the advertising.
Lovebirds, which changed its name from a
Ladybirds after a no doubt mutually dist-
ressing infringement of the copyright of
title of the Ladybird books, now offers the
“strongest hard-core you are ever likely to
see published in the UK." In this context
Danish and Swedish are magic words. Here"s
a polemical blurb advertising the issue of
I4/hirehouse which features the “most explicit
pictures of oral sex ever to be seen in a non-
Scandinavian magazine.”
“.....it’s by far the strongest monthly on open
sale, constantly pushing into new fields of
permissiveness, constantly challenging the
authorities and all opposition with its shameless
and censor-free approach to sexual
enlightenment. And the publishers of
Whitehouse pledge that as long as they remain
on the bookstalls, so it will keep on pushing.
Pushing censorship aside. “Pushing its luck.
“ Whitehouse policy has always been to reward
the purchaser by giving him the explicit
pictures he really wants. As you have heard
people say : “How on earth do they get away
with it ‘?" Whitehouse will not answer that
question. The fact remains that I/t’ht'teh0u.se
(‘/\l'~l and Wll.l. continue to “get away with
it“. And keep on pushing. “And pushing”.
It’s a wild fantasy, a sexual frontiers myth
which feeds on a constant dissatisfaction. The
readers are encouraged to visualise themselves
as the wild men of sexual exploration,
connoisseurs of the art, game for anything and
equipped for everything.
This pornotopia inhabited by Doreen and
Marjcry and Britt and the one-handed reader
is essentially private. The situation is essen-
tially ludicrous so the rules arc that you mustn’t
take the piss out of it. It’s all wrong to assume

that the fantasies which people buy are ex-
pressions of what they would really like to be
doing. No more than the man at the filing
cabinet dreaming of conquering Everest with
Bonnington really wants to be sitting on the
ice flow calculating the glacier speed from how
long it takes the body of a previous expedition’s
casualty to reach the bottom.
It makes for a very supportive tone. Nobody
laughs at your dreams. Inside the specialist sex
shops with their reddish dusty light and
lurid shelves there is a hushed but not
reverential atmosphere. More like Aspreys
than a church. Everybody is frank, straight-
forward, unshockable and there is plenty of
manly eye contact. Walk in and ask for a
fuck book featuring Rosa Luxembourg and
Bukharin, nobody would blink.
“Pm afraid we don’t have that exactly, but
there's some new material over here, very
interesting and explicit.”
“No, I’ve had a look at some of those before.
It’s all rubbish. No good at all."
“We have some Scandinavian photo books,
very powerful....”

“How much are those over there ? ”
“I’ll just ask my colleague. He knows more
about the film side of it.”
Regular customers are welcomed as such,
provided they’vc made the first move : other-
wise they are left alone. We can’t tell you how
you want to play your fantasy, but if you
let us know we'll tag along. And since the
material is much the same really, we’ll all
support the fiction of the discriminating
customer.
Because the fantasies are pretty silly, they
look even worse when brought into the open
context of the rest of us fantasists’ life. But
you’d expect this secret existence to both
affect and reflect people’s sensuality with
other people too.
This is where the sex mags get caught in the
flack from the other side. Almost everybody
masturbates, and why not. But the moral
critics like to pretend that they don’t, or
at least if they do, that they shouldn’t, and
anyway they only do it because they’ve been
corrupted and at least they should do it in
private because it’s dirty. Really the moral
critics are not so far removed from the things
they are attacking. Thcy’re prurient, but
just as interested. Whirehouse is a brilliant
name for a wank book.
But there-‘s a far more serious criticism and
that’s what the nature of the turn-on industry
does to human relations in society. Their
sex is object centred. The women, randy but
wanting only to please, are not real, they are
things.
So themagazines perpetuate and reinforce the
male-dominated view of sexuality which
prevents women and men from relating to
each other sexually on equal terms. And this,
in a back-and-forth process of mutual encour-
agement, conditions the way men treat women
in all their social relations and that, by return,
detcrtnincs the nature of the sexual secret life
of men.
The process is mirrored inside the fantasy
factory itself. Mary Millington is star performer
in the pages of the magazines both in pictures
and in words. She docs first-person stories
about her insatiable sexual adventures while her
sister. Doreen, edits sortie of the magazines
and, by all accounts, docs the lay-out and
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paste-up and checks the small ads as well.
Both are real people.

“One of the first things l did was a centre
spread for Knave it didn’t really have any
cffect_on me personally, but I was surprised
at the reaction of friends and neighbours,
saying ‘How disgusting and how could I
and aren't I ashamed of myself‘- That's
when I realised that everyone doesn’t think
like me, because I really believe there's
nothing wrong with a body. I hadn’t realised
people were such hypocrites - everyone‘s
respectable until they take their clothes off.
“The kind of reaction I was getting made me
want to do more, and of course those people
were even more horrified when I started doing
the kind of work I do now, open crutch shots
and things I’m very broad-minded, and
I’ve never been asked to do anything I
wouldn‘t do.

“ At first I wanted to stick to the modelling,
but I got more interested in the legal side of
it. I found all my friends were going to prison
for pornography and I thought, well, I’ll do a
blue movie just to see what it does to people -
to me and to t.hc people I showed it to.
I didn’t do it for money or because I fancied

O Q O O O
the man. The only reason I could do 1t was
because I was motivated to research it.
“I didn’t speak to the man who was my partner
except to say hello and goodbye, although I
did act it up a bit because I knew he’d be useless
if he thought I resented him.
“The sex itself doing it on film it’s
acting, nothing more and nothing less. I’ve
just made a film where I have to do a lesbian
scene. I’m bisexual and I did fancy the other
girl but she isn’t : so that time it was her
acting and I was on the other side.
“Even my husband got upset about the film,
but that was mostly because I hadn’t told
him about it. He is very easy-going, but I
didn’t tell him because I thought that he’d
be hurt by me making love with a strange
man on film. He was, too.
“In fact I’ve been married for thirteen years.
I'm a proper old housewife really. But I don’t
usually say so because I get about 1,000
fan letters a week and it would upset the
people who write them. Like I never lie
myself about my age - which is 32 - but
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The Millington sisters Mary. left‘. and Doreen, make an all-rrmnd sex mags team.
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every time I've been interviewed - always
by men - they say, ‘oh we can’t put that, how
about 23 ....?’
“I edit a magazine too, Whitehouse; I write
all those stories about the people I sleep
with, but I don’t actually sleep with anyone
in the world except my husband. No other
men, that is. So what I write is mostly what
I can remember from thirteen years ago when
I was at art school and going on ban-the-bomb
marches and things and I was very promiscuous.
“The girls I think a lot of them get
conned, told that it’s the route to international
stardom - which 1t’s not. The other half do
1t for money, but in fact the money is very,
very poor. When I made that film three years
ago they were earning £25 a film which took
maybe a day to make. I think it’s a bit more
now.
“As far as Pm concerned, I figure that I’m
being paid X amount of pounds and if I'm
happy wlth that then anything anyone else
makes over and above that is not my concern.
I’d like a p_a_rt_o_f it butas long as I’ve been
paid I can't grumble. l’d love to direct films.
which has always been done by men. And

-I’d like to publish magazines as well. There’:
lots of things I’d like to do, but as I haven’t
got the money I’m restricted.
“ I have got my own shop, a sex shop. I called
it Whitehouse after the magazine. I set that
up with the money I got from the modelling ;
a lot of girls earn a lot modelling and have
got nothing to show for it, they’ve blown
it all. Though I have the constant worry
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of being bankrupted every time the police
decide to raid it.
1‘ I still do the pictures. I’m very shy and
quiet normally, I never go anywhere like
parties. But deep down I think I must be
an exhibitionist to do it. Sometimes I’ve
got sexual pleasure out of it, if the photo-
grapher is very good and he makes me feel
good and gives me a bit of confidence.
And if I’m demonstrating how to use vibrators,
that turns me on I think I must have the
biggest collection of vibrators anyone has
ever had. The sessions themselves would
turn me on more ifI could comprehend that
the reader will be turned on by me. But I’m
usually only thinking about how awful I look.
“lfl wanted change in the industry I
suppose I’d like more women running things.
I think l’d be good at it, because I can think
like men and know what they want. I don’t
know if it would change what appeared,
maybe a bit more women like more of oral
sex but in the photos women want to look
at nice figures and compare themselves don’t
they ‘?”

The women who do the modelling are in it
mainly for the money. The rates are higher
than “straight” nude modelling now. They
expect to get paid on the basis of the more they
do or show, the more they get. Men on the
other hand get paid very little. Perhaps even
as they work at producing the raw material of
the fantasies, they fall victim to it themselves.
They are, however, hard to come by. Women
have been more effectively conditioned to the
idea of selling their body-thing to some stranger .
so that he can fit it into a one-shot playlet
of his own.
The idea however that people make things
out of others and buy and sell objects for their
private anti-social pleasure is built into our
society all through. The fantasy world of
pornotopia is no different. It is exactly as _
exploitative as the hausfrau fantasy of
Woman ‘s Own, Brides and the others. The
fantasy is an exploitative one, but how many
men can face the one among the thousands of
stories and pictures available that particularly
suits their secret life and say, hand on hard-on,
that it doesn’t turn them on.
The sex mags are just a symptom of the under-
lying attitudes in society, and they can neither
be understood nor changed in isolation. As
Graham Baker said : “It seems very strange
to me that in a capitalist society it is perfectly
acceptable to make a living out of all peoples’
needs with the exception of sex. People in our
field are just ordinary men and women carrying
on a business.” Exactly.

Nigel Thomas
Ctzrol Sarler
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“Circle Line—A play in which two young
men (one aged 14) were shown naked in
bed together. Pot was smoked and sadistic
and perverted suggestions were made: ‘for
kicks sleep with your sister’. . . ‘bash up
an old woman’. ”

ALL I can do is fall about laugh-
ing as I re-read this part of a “watch-
ing brief” on “obscenity” kept by
the highly vocal, and now largely
forgotten dinosaur, the Festival of
Light. It was part of the battle over
what was pompously dubbed “pub-
lic morality.”

In truth, it was a series of skirmishes in
which one side proudly admitted they didn’t
know what cunnilingus was and didn’t think
anyone else ought to and the other side seemed
to flout every sanctified tenet of bourgeois mor-
ality. In between was the machinery of the '
courts, reactionary judges, “expert witnesses”
and uncertain juries.

It really started back in 1961 with the almost
forgotten Shaw case. Charged with ”conspiracy
to corrupt public morals”, Shaw was responsible
for publishing a directory of prostitutes the year
before. Prosecuted, he appealed to the House of
Lords on the morals charge and lost. A young
Bernard Levin made the now rather unstartling
comment that it was a case of the House of
Lords imposing their view of the public good
on the law.

Better was to come. D.H. Lawre‘nce’s Lady
Chatterley ’s Lover and Hubert Selby Inc’s Last
Exit To Brooklyn were both prosecuted under
the more specific Obscene Publications Act
1959. The arguments over what was ‘obscene’
became more complicated as both books laid
claim to being ‘works of art’: a defence that
didn’t allow for easy condemation.

The prosecution could produce no witnesses
at the trial of Lady Chatterley ’s Lover and at
the Last Exit trial they could find only the Rev.
David Shepperd, Robert Maxwell and Basil
Blackwell. In a never to be repeated piece of
evidence bookseller Basil Blackwell claimed that
he himself had been depraved and corrupted by
Last Exit.

The Obscene Publications Act 1959 (Amend-
ed 1964 and 1969) had been put together to
help protect serious literary work: sponsored in-
side parliament by Roy Jenkins and outside by
the Society of Authors.

A publication could only escape prosecution
if it could claim that it was in “the public good
on the grounds that it is in the interests of sci-
ence, literature, art or learning, or other objects
of general concern”. Things were obscene “if
they tended to deprave or corrupt”. Great be-
lievers in British common sense and justice could
point to how all ‘works of art’—including Fanny
Hill—were acquitted by the Act.

So the shit didn’t really hit the fan until the
early 197 0’s. Officers of Scotland Yard’s Ob-
scenity Squad seized copies of The Little Red
Sch0olbook—an anti-authoritarian manual on
sex, drugs and school.

tge be  
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The law abandons

its dirty business
dingy London theatre club—The Open Space.
And tales appeared of HM Customs holding up
films they considered obscene. It was becoming
more difficult to sort ‘works of art’ from
‘obscenity.’

It was back in this period that the now well-
known ‘sexologist’ Dr Martin Cole came on the
scene with hissex education film Growing Up;
which showed a naked female teacher masturba-
ting. She was later sacked but not before the
Daily Mirror and The Sun had had a field day.

Then came the big one— The Oz Trial. It
wasn't art, it wasn’t educational and was it in
the public good‘? Well, almost all three were
going to be claimed at the trial but what was at
stake was something completely different.

These were no skin trade operatives, but a
group of people who talked a lot about sexual
liberation and ran a magazine which was bought
by a lot of people who certainly didn’t consider
themselves in the public good. However weak,
woolly and liberal-the arguments were to be,
you couldn’t escape the fact that this was a
political trial.

The Little Red Schoolbook Trial which came
in the period before the Oz Trial was a shadow
of things to come. Prosecution witness, Dame
Mary Green, a headmistress, was aghast at the
suggestion that she might use the words'“cunt”
and “fucking”: “My friends certainly did not.”

On July l, 1971, The Little Red Schoolbook
was found obscene and several passages were
blacked out before it could go on sale again. In
the heat of the moment, its publisher Richard
Handyside issued a statement: “Young people
freed from the older generation’s fearful inhibi-
tions about sex are going to be less willing to
accept any arbitrary dictates from our ruling
elite.

For me it remains one of the more useful
comments from a period which was littered with
a lot of rubbish about ‘free love’ and ‘sexual
liberation.’

The connection between sex and politics
might have seemed tenuous to start with, but it
was being reinforced with every day that passed.
A July raid on Agitprop bookship in London
carried away amongst the usual heap of address
lists, copies of The Little Red Schoolbook. Com-
pendium was done for having copies of Dutch
sex magazine Suck No. 3 and copies of Suck No.
4 were intercepted in the post.

On August 5, arch-reactionary Judge Argyll
gave heavy prompting to a jury that found
Schoolkids Oz ‘obscene’. A small battle with the
police took place outside the courts and the nine
arrests included a l3-year old schoolboy. Guilty
and jailed, the three defendents were given hair-
cuts. The trial had cost a mammoth £100,000.

A barrage of liberal outrage vied fairly success-
fully with reactionary glee. But when the fuss

Shocked, Jasper 33118611, its Dallis-h allthofi ‘died down, an unseen consensus emerged. The
rushed to its defence:-“To prosecute the book
for obscenity considering the books I’ve seen on
sale in London seems to be ridiculous. It con-
tains nothing but facts and information.” '

Even before the case came to court, police
seized Andy Warhol’s film Flesh showing at the

lads had done wrong but the sentences were too
harsh. Also, with storm clouds on the horizon
for the Heath Government over its industrial
policy, no one wanted a generation war on their
hands.

On appeal, Lord Widgery decided that Judge
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Algyll had gone $@l'i0ll$1Y Off the Fails in his ad‘ treating them like children trying to tell them
Vice t0 the lufl’ and Chilntlfid the S‘-mten°eS- that they were to protect the public who could-

The counter-offensive came the following n’t look after themselves _ _ , _ they we1'en’t go-
year. On the day after the publication of the
Longford Report, copies of Paul Raymond’s
Club International and-Men Only were seized, Developéd capitalism Offered new 0pp0,.w,,_
including 400,000 copies of Men Only ’s October___ 1 ities for leisure, consumption and education in
"“’“‘l' not evenfug 01“ S3 6' b , __ so doing was able to grant a limited sexual liber-I

Md Long or ’ met to ecome 3 t““"’g“re ation, including partial emancipation to womenl,_.ord-Porn, was not the most charismatic cam-
paigner but his authority as an ex-Labour mini-I l , ff h l_ It was a partial victory for the opponents of
”“"' "“ “S ‘E em on ‘ 6 PO Ice‘ censorship. Prosecutions were now almost exclu-

l'ol|te ratdteil newsagerlits all over the country, Sivcly against the publishers of near .haId core.
must mt-more y in Mane ester, where they
scirml publications they had blacklisted. Even customs still restricts the importing of much
the normally quiescent Federation of Retail
N‘ .'."'ll' I l'L W8 Ijlit lll‘s Mill l ldl i IC PO lC€ I'3ldS ‘smacked through Sglf-_C_enSOl_Ship’ the S6X_publisheI.S in

of the tiestapo . Strong words and not helpful
tut ;| |mliu~ force used to 11 more Dixon of Dock
u '

the I-tst ot the “underground” trrals ended_ " . _ s _ , _ __ ed through the practice of law, was undoubted-
Wlllt the atqulttal oi 17 spin-ott cartoon book, ly led by the consumption orientated economic
Nastt tales. One ot the defendents, M1Cl( Farren, boom, in which a developed capitalism began to
came t'|u-sc to understanding why: “The Jury de-
citlul not to be pushed around. The -Judge was
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ing to have anybody telling them what they
were going to read.” '

and young people.

pore, and there were fewer although

that is available in the rest of Europe, and

Britain have chosen not to publish similar
material openly.

“'_"," """i“’ ‘i’ “""“' _ This relationiof social attitudes, as express- -

pay off the class it exploited with increased
leisure and purchasing power.
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The patriarchal family“ and the stern morality
of economic necessity were undermined by the
pleasure-ethic and the seduction-of gratification
through purchase.

But there are still plenty who argue that an
open attitude to sexual pleasure leads to social
decay, and there is always the chance that as the
materialistic good life recedes from the majority,
their voices will again be listened to.

The supreme irony in the process was the
publication of the report of The President’s
Commission on Obscenity and Pornography.
Originally designed to root out connections be-
tween sex crimes, porn and the Mafia, it came
to the fairly sound conclusion that none existed;
“the belief that erotica causes moral breakdown
is most commonly held by those with little or
no experience of erotic material.”

The report produced a real gem of the new
“objective” psychiatric wisdom: “Researchers
affiliated to the University of Chicago recently
surveyed 3,423 American psychiatrists and clini-
cal psychologists. 80 percent of these . . . repor-
ted that they had never encountered a case in \
which pornography appeared to be a factor in
producing anti-social behaviour” The psycholo-
gists sanctify and the law ligitimates our desires.

In its heyday, the Festival of Light could
rally 35,000 epople. But despite welcoming tele-
grams from Prince Charles and minor Tory MPs,
it received no major political support. Few of _
its spokespersons — Cliff Richard, Mary White-
house, Lord Longford - are still with us but
their incursions are increasingly regarded as a
good laugh, like Mary Whitehouse’s complaints
over Stanley Baxter’s Christmas show. Male,
mainly working class juries now fairly consisten-.
tly acquit sex magazines. ,

The debate over where to draw the line is ir-
revelent to any discussion of sexual politics.
Sex magazines played an important role (almost
exclusively for men) in changing sexual attitudes,
but they cannot change the male authoritarian-
ism of the sexuality they show.

They have produced a false sexual liberation
in which guys sleep around and their mates are
amazed by their prowess; women who adopt the
same liberated attitude are regarded. (often sub-
tly) as “tarts”. The Cosmopolitan liberation is
women playing men’s games.

The biggest hypocrites were the “under-
ground” magazines. For all their preachings on
sexual liberation, men by and large did the talk-
ing about it and the women looked after the
office. T

But is not enoughto be against sex maga-
zines because “hey are exploitative, end of con-
versation. Too often the puritans of the revolu-
tion seek to repress the admission that men and
women have desires, enjoy making love with '
their own or the opposite sex.

I They are scared to admit that millions get
excited, masturbate or draw inspiration from
the exploitative images in these magazines.
What do they suggest these people (men) mas-
turbate to? Should they hold their breath and
think of England until after the revolution‘?
Will there be sex magazines after the revolution‘?

The puritans carefully split their lives into
their “politics” and their “private life.” Luckily
the women’s movement has challenged this
false distinction that has a long history in the
Left.

In his famous conversation with Clara Zet-
kin, Lenin expressed dismay at what he con-
sidered bourgeois influence on socialist women:
’“I have been told that at the evenings arranged
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EATEN BY SHARKS. Crushed by
gorillas and bears. Burned alive in
skyscrapers. Buried under earth-
quakes. Massacred by schizos, cops
and (part-time lumberjacks.
These cinematic representations of our
species - all encouraging thrills associated with
human pain, fear, destruction and helplessness -
are of course legal money spinners. Bu the
graphic representation of sexual behaviour (the
legal definition of pornography) is still suppres-
sed by the state.

Most people’s experience of porn is limted
to magazines like Mayfair’ and Penthouse
which merely confirm bourgeois notions of
sexuality : idealised pictures of young woman-
hood, being available before settling down
into the consumption/production unit (the
family). More importantly the_‘sexuality’
of these women is pictorially represented as a
state of passive narcissism, essentially enhanced
by expensively exotic decor.
This gross libel on human sexuality in the
‘soft core’ magazines is reinforced by con-
sumerist features and advertisments for com-
modities, the possession or use of which
(it is implied) will make the reader a con-
tender for the ‘charms’ (sic) of women similar
to those presented. Little is done against all
this by the authorities who characterise such
stuff as a “healthy escape valve for the lads”.
The desire for sexual information and stimulation  
is, via ‘soft core’, transformed into and incorpo-
rated within, sexist ideologies. This can be
further exploited by its failure to offer a mean-

bedfello s
for reading and discussion with working women,
sex and marriage problems ciainelfirst. I-could i
not believe my ears when I first heard that”.
Even Trotsky was forced to admit that the party
had not thrashed out the issues enough.

My favorite example of separating the poli-
tical and the personal is an excerpt from a _. _
Young Communist League Bulletine in America:
“Some people have the idea that a YCL-er is
politically minded, that nothing outside of poli-
tics means anything. Gosh, no. They have a few
simple problems of getting good men on the
basketball team this spring, or opposition from
other ping pong teams, of dating girls . . . . In
short, the YCL and its members are no different
from other people except we believe in dialec-

_tical materialism as the solution to all problems.”
The notable exception was the young Wil-

helm Reich who built a movement of over
40,000 members on a series of demands that
linked the struggle to change social relations in
sexuality with the class sturggle. After only two
years of this sex-pol movement’s existence he _
was expelled from the German Communist Party

_So now it is time to re-appropriate our de-
sires. For men’s sexuality and sexual imagery
continues to be influenced by sex magazines. If
you publish non-sexist kids’ books to change your
own kids’ ideas, it is logical also to publish
erotica, sexual imagery (call it what you will),
that challenges social relations in sexuality; in
short, that starts to change people’s ideas about
how they enjoy each other sexually.

Russell Sou thwood

Differences between sex mags are often ignored. “Soft porn” is legal and
in the mainstream of dominant sexual ideology. “Hard porn”, Tony
Nicholls argues, is suppressed because it poses a direct threat to conven-
tional notions of sexuality.

ingful and satisfying approach to individual Pla'_,VbiI'dS and W/1_l'f6/101186 Will efimlalll Pl10l0$
human sexual reality. It creates a world of . el naked Wemea epefllllg their legs Wide
Sexual promise to be reamed only through A towards camera. On one level these publi-
consumption of the Whole m1e_playing bit cations are less pretentious than their West

. End cousins and are all about the fascination
D0WI‘l"maIl<el eeme a Iaell of magazines mat of looking at well—exposed ‘fanny’. A limited
still have some trouble with the law. These base and stylised form of visual aid for pom-th
their ecoiiomi survival on advertising sex aids - Form biology perhaps ? For the most part
Plaaliei rubber, l1Yl0_I1 and Pills ' and Offer social or economic contexts for sexual associ-

Se-mlme Seamlmavlafi P0111” l3Y mall 0IdeI- 1 ation are absent but the women are still de-
“lllel Send £l0”- Needless l0 ea)’ this is H picted as sexually passive objects - waiting for
complete con. men_
Printed below is an -extract from Private, typi-
cal of this “borderline” porn and produced
in London’s East End :-

It may come as no surprise but the producers
of the up-market “soft core” material are
united with the establishment against the
repealing of laws used to suppress explicit
portrayals of sexual activity. If these forms
of censorship were lifted, the ‘soft’ market
would disappear overnight and the association
of sex with consumerism would be vitally
threatened.

She bit her lip as he entered her, stret-
ching her sex lips wide. Thank God he
didn’t hurt, it was just a glorious
filling of her body. Not hurried, like
when John Robert rogered, but slow
and gentle; they moved together, her S H _ _ _ _ _legs tightening around his waist exua ty exists as much in the imagination as

. “ , _ ” it does in the sexual organs. It is shaped by
l m 801118 Te SP‘-ll1l<, he Panted. ideological values of “good” and “bad”, time

“Then spunk Tom, I want to feel and place‘
3/0111' $Pe1'm ll‘! my lJ0dY-“ Many of us have been taught wrongly that

normal sex covers a very limited range of
behaviour and association. We can often be
cmbarassed and guilt-ridden when our
fantasies go beyond these limits. It is
therefore useful to become aware of what other
people do, to realise that our fantasies and
behaviour are not “weird”, “abnormal” and
private, but widely shared.

It’s worth noting that since the obscene book
trials in the sixties, the erotic stories in maga-
zines are much less likely to arouse legal
prosecution than the visual representation of
what they describe.
A good third of Private and its stable mates

It speaks volumes for our culture that whilst
human violence is part of the everyday fabric
of entertainment and news, the visual presen-'
ration of physical love-making is associated
with criminality and filth.
‘Hard core’ visual porn explores many areas
of human sexual behaviour and owes nothing
to the passive ‘soft’ variety where the accent is
on acquisition not sexual action. Endless
representations ofpassive sexuality serve only
to mystify and repress the potential reality of
sex as an active process towards a satisfyingly
involved and mutual pleasure relationship.
This is not to say that, under existing
arrangements, ‘hard core’ is resistant to the
economic base of sexism. Because of the legal
(and ideological) sanctions against it, a male
market forms the basis for production and

-Q -Q - .-

this is often reflected in the presentation of
the material.

At a fundamental level, ‘hard core’ porno-
graphy offends and threatens bourgeois moral-
ity because of its potential to celebrate
sexual behaviour as a mutual exploration of

3 pleasure in the human body without reference
to marriage property or “social normality”. It
is, as yet, crude propaganda for sexual tolerance
and awareness.
Tony Nicholls
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SEX/POL
WOMI-TN ()Nl..Y: conference on
feminism and non-violence to be
held at llliickliualli l"ric-nds Meet-
ing llouse, Lawn 'l'errace, London
SE3; l I l.l March. (‘ost £2.
Creclie provided. l-'nrtl'ier details:
Jenny Jacob, 37 Rochester Way,
Loniloll Hl*'..l.

ONl~Z Y I-‘Alt UN: Rally to evalu-
ate progress made in Women’s
Rights. Organised by Women’s
Rights Plnnnliig Committee, spon-
sored by Working Women’s Char-
ter. llntvs and details: Mandy
Snell, .l.\ Wt-niyss Rd., London
SR3. 'l'i-I: 0| -318 3763.

A Pltl-'.'I"l’Y GIRL LIKE YOU: a
halt‘-horn play. consisting of a uni"-
fied i‘iilli'i‘liiill til‘ Sk6tCl'|6S and
songs baseil on the Working
Women's t‘liarter, is being offered
to iiitvrvsteil groups. The issues
covert-it include abortion, nursery
provision and women’s involve-
ment in the Trade Unions, and a
discilsslon follows the play.
Available evenings and weekends,
£5 in London, plus expenses else-
Wlll'ft‘. Details: 0|-808 3457
(eveiiliigs).

Llu

IMF-cHlALlSw;

A(i|§|'I/IIOSENBALL DEFENCE
(‘l)MMl'l"l‘l*Il*I is bringing out a
series ol t'lA liriefings. So far:
Assiissiiiiitiiiii Plots against l*'oreign
l.l‘lltl\‘lH (."tI|i). Jamaica l)e-
Stnlnlt-wil (.."\|\), (‘overt Action, by
l'lill A|v_vi- (.'!‘~|i), llow American
lllli'l|lj'_i'|li'i' si'rvi's llll.‘ Mulli-
Nnlionnls (lop). and Imperialism
and |lu- linniigiiition Act (25p).
(Int xiinlli 'l'lic (‘IA in llritnin
(Zap), I-‘i-om Alll)t', |Ho Kings
(‘rim-. ltonil, London Wt'l , ()l-278-
0| .' /H -I575. The (‘o|nniilti-e is
|\|.innin|.'. :1 blitz. of co ordinntcd
di~|nonst|'ntio|is all round the
count: \ , if either Agee or lloscnlinll
aw lomllv deported. Details from
lllr ioniniiltee Ul'l'lt.‘t‘.
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ZIMBABWE MEDICAL AID:
Z.I.M.A. is a recently launched
organisation formed with the in-
tention of mobilising material
medical aid for the Zimbabwean
people displaced to camps in
neighbouring countries, particu-
larly Mozambique. Further infor-
mation from: J.K. Cruikshank,
84 Tindell St., Balsall Heath,
Birmingham B12 9QS. Tel:
021 - 440 6297.

THIRD WORLD FIRST: tradi-
tionally a ‘development organisa-
tion’ which aims to involve stu-
dents in radical self-education
about and action against injustice
and oppression in the third world,
.they are now producing a hand-
book. Ideas or experiences in any
sphere like community action,
education, employment, immigra-
tion legislation, the press, anti- I
fascist campaigns etc. are needed
by March. Please write to:Maggie
Wilson, Third World First, 232
Cowley Rd., Oxford.

1'."IOMl‘JlL‘» -, ll Y

HOSPITALS: Save our Hospitals
delegate conference on March I9
for all trade unionists in hospitals,
at Holborn Assembly Rooms, Hol-
born, London WC! . Delegate fee
(£l) from Hospital Worker Con-
ference, 26Sa Seven Sisters Rd.,
London N4.
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Conference: All-London Squatters
Conference on March 26/27.
Details from: 01-359 8814.

CACTL WALES CONFERENCE.
The Campaign Against a Criminal
Trespass Law (CACTL) in Wales
is holding a one day conference
on Saturday March 12. It starts
at 1 lam and will be held in the

Miners’ Hall, Merthyr Tydfil.
Fee is £1.00, which includes
lunch. Creche facilities will
be available. For details write
C/o AEUW TASS 18, Anne’s
Close, Merthyr Tydfil, or phone
Merthyr Tydfil 6251/2

CACTL: Campaign against the
Criminal Trespass Law is planning
a demonstration for March 19.
Phone 01-289 3877 for details.

oa,

STREET THEATRE: Latest issue
of Community Action contains
features on street theatre, nursery
campaigns, housing lobby and
more. Single copies from: Com-
munity Action, 27 Clerkenwell
Close, London EC‘l.fI8p. plus
postage. j. * .
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Welsh Housing: As housing misery (T /
grows in Wales, probably a third of_ T
Wales unemployed are building
workers. To fight this ‘absurd end
of absurd economic policies and
political priorities‘, get in touch
witn South Wales H_ousing Action
3-'= Del’? Road, Penyla-.. "":irdiff.

Industry lne Lommunity and
Approprnin. Technology (If. T "'1
is now being planned for .-. .1‘? 1;»
20. It will be five days of events
in Leeds and the North of Eng-
land as a follow-up to the ICAT
conference in Bradford last year.
Further details from the Future
Studies Centre, 15 Kelso Road,
Leeds LS2 QPR.

For--re Studies: 'A conference on
‘I: .> ‘ 5 . l

1.
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THEORY AND l
PRACTICE

Marxist Poly: l-— 8 Jul y I977,
Organised by NOISS, a week of lec-
tures, discussions an-"' debate around A
key aspects of Marxism, Want to con-
tribute‘? Write to 6 Cotton Gardens
London E2. l

CONTACTS
'1

LIBERTARIAN STUDENT NET- l
WORK: all we can tell you is l
that this is now functioning. If .
such cryptic messages intrigue,
you can hear more by contacting: 1
Handy Bevanite, A06 Allesley ~
House, Rootes Residences, Univer- l
sity of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL’

Questionnaires: CACTL is Send- l
ing a questionnaire to as many ,
squatters as possible asking about A
their aims, organisations and
groups they are associated with.
They hope to compile pamphlets 1
_on tactics to be used against the
Criminal Trespass provisions in
the Criminal Law Bill (which has
now passed its second reading in ,
the Lords). Copies from: CACTL
Squatters Workshop, c/o 2 St.
Paul’s Rd., London N.1.

TTTFL

SCIENCE FOR PEOPLE: contacts
-—Edinburgh, Clive Gray, 031-661
4893; Birmingham, Rowena Clayton
021 - 449 2134; Sheffield, Dave
Hayes, 0742 583741; Manchester,
Ken Green, 061-273 3333. For
others in Bath, Glasgow, Cambridge,
Sussex and Canterbury, contact
Science for People, 9 Poland St., |
London W1. I

__1____
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ABORTION; Doctors for a
Woman’s Choice on Abortion is a l
pressure group supported by 275 '
doctors “who wish to relinquish
their legal right to make the abor- l
tion decision”. Send names and l
addresses of sympathetic doctors
to: Dr. Judy Bury, 8 Magdala
Crescent, EDinburgh EH12 SBE. '
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